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All Aboard Phonics Plus
Introduction
In every class there are always a few children who find learning phonics particularly hard. This 
manual is designed to help you shape the perfect intervention for each of those children, by 
first identifying why they have struggled. You use the Baseline Assessment for that.

Individuals, Stages, Ports and Groups
The core intervention process is a journey through a series of stages of literacy development. 
There is no point in working in areas that are already mastered by a child or ones that are 
beyond the child’s capability. 

The stages are separated by “ports” at which you assess whether the child has met the 
learning goal. 

If you have a group of children on the same stage of intervention, you can potentially do this 
as a small group intervention.

Fitting with the SSP Phases
You should always only work with the graphemes and phonemes of the phase that the 
learner has already completed in the SSP programme. We have provided word banks and 
grapheme banks to make this easier.

Adding the Five New Pictophone Characters
Many of the children needing a boost from AAP+ will have some weak auditory processing 
skills. That can make some of the closely blended consonants particularly tricky for them. As 
a result, we have introduced five extra pictophones to help them with those blended pairs.

Here are those five new pictophones. They will need to be familiar with them:

crab in 
a lab

dragon in 
a wagon

scarecrow who 
let his hair 

grow

star in 
a car

triceratops 
with his bucket 

and mops
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Guidance for Parents
It has been assessed that a short boost to your child’s reading progress would be a good 
thing. You can make a big difference to how that goes.

First, this is not something to be worried about. It is quite a routine process that children go 
through and many of them are amongst the brightest children in the class. Often the reason 
for difficulty is how they are trying to read, rather than any cognitive difficulty.

If we help in the right way, you can be confident of good progress. If you use these five 
golden keys, you will help to unlock your child’s potential:

Golden Key 1 - Keep Sessions Short
Less is sometimes more! Early reading practice is exhausting. You want your child to know 
that it will not last more than 10-15 minutes. Set an alarm to be sure! 

Golden Key 2 - Give Help and Constant Praise
Early reading practice is hard. Just look at some Greek script as a reminder of how it is when 
you first learn to read.

That means it is fine to help and whenever your child gets ANYTHING right, be lavish with 
your praise and excitement. And avoid any frustrated or negative comments, because they 
will cause stress and make the task harder for your child.

Golden Key 3 - Focus on Decoding Practice
Early reading practice is all about building your child’s confidence with working out how the 
letters of each word relate to the sounds of the word. That is not consistent in English, but 
with practice your child’s brain will work it out, even with all the inconsistency.

Golden Key 4 - Reread Every Phrase Until Fluent
This is your big secret key! Almost nobody does this. Once your child has worked out 3-4 
words, just go back and ask your child to read through them again. Do it 2-3 times if necessary 
until the phrase is fluent.

Explain to your child that it feels like more work, but it will halve the time taken to get to 
confident reading.

Golden Key 5 - Deal with Any Eye Tracking Weakness
Lots of children have difficulty making their eyes converge and focus together on close 
objects. That means the letters on a page will be slightly blurred, which makes them much 
harder to read.

If that has been noticed for your child, keep the text very big and do the eye tracking exercises 
we recommend 5-10 times per day. You will then see it improving in just days. 
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Action Plan
For each individual child, we recommend following these 6 steps: 

Step 1: Read and digest the Guidance for Parents sheet above and then discuss it with the 
child’s parent/guardian.

Step 2: Fill out the Baseline Assessment Checklist for the individual child who is struggling. 
Identify the causes of reading difficulty and recommended starting stage.

Step 3: Do the port assessments with the child to check which stage they can start at.

Step 4: Gather the resources that you will need, as listed on the stage page. Be sure to 
introduce the five new pictophones and check they know all the pictophones from the 
phases they have completed in the main programme.

Step 5: Get started on the intervention at the stage you have identified as most appropriate 
with the Baseline Assessment.

Step 6: At the end of the stage, try the port assessment. If they pass, move on to the next 
stage. If there is more work to be done, repeat the stage for further practice.

Step 7: When the child reaches parity with their peer group you can end the intervention. If 
this is not happening, consult with the team at All Aboard Learning.
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Baseline Assessment Process
Use this checklist to identify what is likely causing reading difficulty for each individual child. 
The information below each category will tell you what to do next. Many children will have 
multiple causes of difficulty. Read the instructions carefully to ensure you apply the best 
action.

You should also add the results to the Intervention Tracking Sheet.

What to do if the child doesn’t fit neatly into any category
These assessments cover the most common causes of difficulty. We cover nine causes in 
our book The 9 Main Causes of Reading Difficulty. So it is possible to have a child presenting 
reading impairment for other reasons. If you feel that is the case, then we recommend reading 
our book The 9 Main Causes of Reading Difficulty to track down what might be causing it. 
We have worked directly with thousands of children and we have not seen any children 
having difficulty without showing the patterns of at least one of those 9 causes.

Choosing the right starting stage for the AAP+ Intervention 
Using the checklist below, you can identify what is causing the child’s difficulty with phonics. 
Based on the results, we advise which stage of the All Aboard Phonics Plus intervention is 
normally an appropriate starting point for those causes of difficulty.

Once you have worked that out, we then recommend checking through the stages to 
confirm that it seems right. We refer to the end of each stage as a ‘port’, through which the 
child must pass - by succeeding at the assessment - before moving on to the next stage. 
We recommend using the port assessments before you begin the intervention process too, 
in order to check that the child has mastered the objective of each previous stage before 
starting any of the subsequent ones.

Summary of initial assessment process
So, to sum up, here is the process we recommend:

1. Go through the baseline assessment checklist overleaf.

2. Using the results, work out which stage is recommended as a starting point for that 
child.

3. Read through the stages and run assessments to double check which is the right 
starting stage.

4. Fill in the Intervention Tracking sheet and get started!
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Baseline Assessment
Child Name: __________________________________     Date: _________________

Category A: Auditory processing weakness
 � Can sound out a word accurately but 

appears unable to ‘hear’ what word the 
sounds make (i.e. cannot blend)

 � Often says “what?” after verbal 
instructions

 � Has particular difficulty with vowel sounds 
and/or consonant clusters (e.g. grin, plan)

 � Difficulty hearing instructions with 
background noise

 � Has speech difficulties or a history of 
speech difficulties/delays

 � Has difficulty with phonics in general and 
poor phonemic awareness

 � Has been diagnosed with auditory 
processing disorder

 � Struggles with rhyming and alliteration

Total __/8

If a child has scored 4 or more in this category, this would indicate a possible difficulty with 
auditory processing. These children have trouble discerning different sounds, so phonics is 
naturally very difficult for them and phonemic awareness will need extra work. 

Action: Start the intervention at Stage 1, which will strengthen their phonemic awareness.

Category B: Optilexia
 � Often guesses short words but reads 

some long words surprisingly well
 � Very poor spelling in free writing (but 

possibly better on spelling tests)
 � Reads a word right on one page but not 

on the next
 � Flips words and letters when reading 

(on/no, was/saw, b/d)
 � Uses the context to guess  � Has difficulty working out unfamiliar 

words such as place names
 � Substitutes words with similar words 

starting with the same first letter
 � The child appears to be visually gifted. 

May be good at building things

Total __/8

If your learner has scored 4 or above here, this could mean that they are mainly reading by 
whole-word-recognition, rather than trying to decode words using phonics skills. We use the 
term “optilexia” to describe this pattern. 

Action: Start at Stage 3, unless there is also auditory processing weakness.
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Category C: Short term memory weakness
 � Finds short words much easier than long 

words
 � Cannot repeat back to you a sequence 

of four digits
 � Forgets the first sounds of a word after 

sounding out to the end of it
 � Struggles to follow the meaning of a 

sentence
 � Has difficulty following multiple verbal 

instructions
 � Generally struggles with school learning 

in most areas
 � Has little or no fluency in reading  � Is overwhelmed by too much information

Total __/8

4 or above in this category could indicate a lower-than-average short term memory capacity. 

Action: Start at Stage 5, unless there is also auditory processing weakness and/or optilexia. 

Category D: Eye tracking
 � Finds large text point sizes (>80pt) much 

easier than small sizes (<30pt)
 � Gets overwhelmed by a page full of text 

but can read a flashcard okay
 � Skips words or lines of text, or loses their 

place when reading
 � Gets noticeably more tired than average 

through the day
 � Rubs eyes or looks away from the page  � Reads worse when tired

Total __/6

3 or more of these patterns would indicate possible weak eye tracking ability. 

Action: It is essential to keep the text large for these children until the eye tracking weakness 
is dealt with. Follow the eye tracking exercise routine until small text is easier to read.

Category E: Contrast sensitivity
 � Complains about the text moving on the 

page
 � Reading difficulties are significantly 

reduced with a coloured overlay

Total __/2

If you are seeing one or both of these patterns, it could indicate a sensitivity to the contrast 
of black text on a white background, also known as Irlen’s syndrome. 

Action: You should use a coloured overlay to reduce the contrast whenever the child reads. 
Do so alongside the core intervention, unless a coloured overlay completely solves all 
reading issues.
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The Science
If a child has done an eye test, but 
still finds small text hard to read, then 
weak eye tracking and convergence is 
probably to blame. 

Other typical signs of this are:
skipping of words
skipping of lines
feeling overwhelmed by lots of text

As you read text on a page, your eyes 
need to point at exactly the same spot. 
If they don’t do that, you will get two 
images in the brain like this:

You can see how the large text is easier 
to read, even though it has the same 
offset as the small text.

So, larger font size will help while you 
work on the 10-10-10 exercise challenge.

The good news is that the exercise we 
describe here will lead to improvement 
almost every time, if it is done carefully 
and very frequently.

Eye Tracking Guide
Top tips for teachers and parents to resolve eye tracking issues

The Exercise
How to do the 10-10-10 training:

Stand or sit with one arm held 
comfortably out in front of you, with 
one finger sticking upwards towards 
the ceiling.
Focus on the nail on that finger very 
intensely for ten seconds.
Now move the finger slowly 1 inch left 
to right and back ten times (as if you’re 
slowly swiping on a phone). Focus on 
the nail as the finger moves. 
AND KEEP YOUR HEAD STILL! Try to 
move the eyeballs only.

When to do it:
Try the 10-10-10 Challenge! 
Do 10 swipes, 10 times a 
day, for 10 days.

After the ten 
days, do 2-3 
sessions a day 
for a few months. 
But you may need 
to do another ten day 
burst after a few weeks.

1.

2.

3.

4.

*OUR TOP TIP*

Don’t rely on your memory to get the 
exercises done. Set alarms on your 

phone for the day and record sessions 
on a chart! The more regular and 

focused you are with the exercise, the 
quicker you will see results.

large textlarge text

small textsmall text
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Stages & Port Assessments
Below is a description of the focus of each stage of the intervention journey and the 
assessment the learner needs to succeed on in order to be ready for the next stage. If the 
assessment result is negative, then just keep working on the stage you are currently on.

These ports can be informal assessments that you work into the session, rather than formal 
ones. The child has no need to be aware that it is an assessment.

Stage 1
Building good phonemic awareness of the sounds up to their current phase/week in the 
main SSP programme.

Port Assessment
Say a simple CVC word to the child and ask them to break it apart into its sounds out loud. 
You should model what you mean first, e.g. “cat… /k/… /a/… /t/.” Have the child do this with 
5 words. To pass this port into Stage 2, the child should be able to say the sounds with 
reasonable accuracy and ease.

Stage 2
Working on knowledge of the graphemes and grapheme-phoneme correspondences (GPCs) 
up to their current phase/week of the SSP programme.

Port Assessment
Go through the flashcards for the graphemes introduced so far in the SSP and ask the child 
to tell you what sound(s) each one makes. To pass this port into Stage 3, they need to be 
confident with most of the more common GPCs introduced so far.

Stage 3
Decoding  and blending CVC words,  including  nonsense words, up  to their current  phase/ 
week of the SSP programme.

Port Assessment
Have the child read out a list of 20 CVC words in large text: 10 real and 10 nonsense. Use 
the word bank included in the stage resources to select the 20 words and write them on a 
piece of paper in large, clear letters. We expect the learner to be able to read most of them 
accurately to enter the next stage.

Stage 4
Spelling regular CVC words with reasonable accuracy up to their current phase/week of the 
SSP programme.

Port Assessment
Give the child a mini whiteboard and read out 10 CVC words for them to write. Choose words 
from the word bank in the stage resources. We expect the learner to get at least half of them 
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correct in order to go on to the next stage.

Stage 5
Decoding and blending VCC, CCVC and CVCC words, based on the graphemes up to their 
current phase/week of the SSP programme, both with real words and nonsense words.

Port Assessment
Have the child read out a list of 20 VCC, CCVC and CVCC words: 10 real and 10 nonsense. 
Use the word bank included in the stage resources to select the 20 words and write them 
on a piece of paper in large, clear letters. We expect the learner to get most of them right or 
have a good go at decoding them.

Stage 6
Spelling regular VCC, CCVC and CVCC words with reasonable accuracy up to their current 
phase/week of the SSP programme.

Port Assessment
Give the child a mini whiteboard and read out 10 VCC, CCVC and CVCC words for them to 
write. Choose words from the word bank in the stage resources. We expect the learner to 
get at least half of them correct in order to go on to the next stage.

Stage 7
Reading more complex word structures (e.g. CCVCC, CCCVC, CCCVCC, two-syllable words) 
up to their current phase/week of the SSP programme. 

Port Assessment
Have the child read out a list of 20 words with more complex word structures (CCVCC, 
CCCVC, CCCVCC, two-syllable words): 10 real and 10 nonsense. Use the word bank included 
in the stage resources to select the 20 words and write them on a piece of paper in large, 
clear letters. We expect the learner to get most of them right or have a good go at decoding 
them.

Stage 8
Spelling more complex words with reasonable accuracy up to their current phase/week of 
the SSP programme.

This last stage may not be viewed as essential. It is a big bonus if this last port can be 
reached, but we do find that when the earlier stages have been mastered, the spelling 
normally starts to come through naturally.

Port Assessment
Give the child a mini whiteboard and read out 10 CCVCC, CCCVC and CCCVCC words for 
them to write. Choose words from the word bank in the stage resources. The goal is for the 
learner to get at least half of them correct.
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Intervention Tracking Sheet
Child Name: ___________________________ Year Group: ____

Phases completed in SSP programme: ______  Baseline Assessment Date: _____

Baseline Assessment

Cause Score Recommendation
Auditory processing weakness (APW) __/8 Start at Stage 1 if scored 4 or above.
Optilexia __/8 Start at Stage 3 if scored 4 or above.
Short term memory weakness __/8 Start at Stage 5 if scored 4 or above.
Eye tracking weakness __/6 Do the eye tracking exercises if scored 

3 or above. Do this alongside the core 
intervention.

Contrast sensitivity __/2 Find what coloured overlay is comfortable 
for the child and use this for all reading.

Stages
After completing a stage, the child should do a port assessment and only move on to the 
next stage if they pass the assessment. Record the history of port assessments below and 
keep notes on the intervention overleaf.

Write the date of the assessment and put a tick or a cross to show whether or not the child 
has passed.

Stage
Start 

date of 
stage

Port Assessment

Date Pass? Date Pass? Date Pass? Date Pass? Date Pass?

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8
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Intervention Notes
Child Name: ___________________________

Date Notes
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Advice for Guided Reading
In the later stages of All Aboard Phonics Plus, you will have more time to focus on reading 
books as well as some of the activities which will improve phonemic awareness and build 
confidence in reading by decoding. We recommend that you use our All Aboard Phonics 
decodable books to complement your All Aboard Phonics Plus session.

Which book should I select?
For pupils who have difficulty with reading, selecting the right book is crucial. Our decodable 
books are designed to perfectly match our All Aboard Phonics progression therefore you 
should only select books for the child you are working with which matches their current 
ability. On the first page of each book you will find the GPCs that they will need to know 
in order to access the book. High-interest books can help engage reluctant readers and 
develop their skills and confidence so take a look through the variety of books we offer and 
see if you can find some that will appeal to your pupils.

How to support a child with book reading
Have the children read through the book the best they can. Any time that they guess a word 
or struggle, ask them to decode it. Prompt them with any missing sounds right away, not 
leaving them struggling for more than 5 seconds, to avoid frustration building. 

Rereading each phrase
After they decode and blend that word, they should head back a few words and re-read 
the phrase a second time. If it is still very choppy, have them re-read the phrase a third time, 
before moving on. Be sure to affirm and praise frequently, to keep it feeling light hearted 
and fun. Explain that the reread of the phrase is training their brain just like a footballer who 
keeps practising passes and penalties.

A note on tricky words
The intervention focuses on building up the underlying skills of decoding and encoding, 
which are the critical foundations for becoming a skilled reader and speller. Tricky word 
practice is not included in the lesson plans, but you may bring this in if you wish. It is 
recommended to encourage a decoding approach with tricky words: sounding them out, all 
the while acknowledging that some of the letters are making different sounds to usual!

Children will get good practice with tricky words in guided reading. If a child is struggling with 
a tricky word, you should work through the decoding of it with them. It is important to avoid 
any guessing or sight memorisation of the words.
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Getting Started
Gathering the right resources
The intervention programme is adaptable to any child at any point in their phonics learning. 
As a result, you will need to use resources with the appropriate graphemes, pictophones 
and words that they have covered in the classroom, by identifying which phonics phase(s) 
they have completed.

We have provided flashcards for the graphemes, pictophones, and words for each phase. 
You will also find word banks and sound banks reminding you which letters and sounds have 
been covered at each point.

Before each intervention lesson, we recommend checking which resources are needed and 
getting those ready.

Tracking and noting
You can use the Intervention Tracking Sheet to note down the stage and phase at which your 
learners are starting and how they progress. It can be beneficial to keep a notebook for each 
child too.

Moving between stages
Once you have done the five sessions in a stage, assess whether or not the child has now 
met the criteria using the Port Assessment. If so, they may move on. If not, it is best to repeat 
the stage until they are ready for the next one.

Group vs 1:1
The best progress may be achieved through one-on-one intervention, but group work is also 
possible. The specified activities can be done either way. However, it is important only to 
group children together who are at the same stage.

Lesson plans
The lesson plans overleaf outline recommended multisensory activities for practising the 
target skill of each stage.

A session will typically take about 15 minutes. The ideal scenario is to do one 15-minute session 
per day. It is also good to do reading practice at the end of the session, using All Aboard 
Phonics decodable books. Doing more than one session per day is not recommended. 
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STAGE 1

Stage 1: Phonemic awareness
Stage 1 focuses on building good phonemic awareness of the sounds up to the child’s current 
phase/week in the main SSP programme. Check the pictophone lists. Be sure to encourage 
pricise sound out of phonemes with no “uh” sound after each consonant.

Lesson Plans
A session should take about 10 minutes and we recommend doing one session per day if 
possible. Start each session by going through the pictophones you will be using and practise 
the sound action. Push for a precise voicing of each sound.

Session 1
 � Essential Pictophone Check: The first essential task at the start of any intervention in 
All Aboard Phonics Plus is to be sure the student can recognise all the pictophones and 
the phonemes they represent from the phases they have done in the main programme. 
You can do this with a stack of flashcards. Any that the student is not sure about should 
be put to one side and practised until they are all familiar. Resources: Pictophone 
Flashcards

 � Word Breaker: Take it in turns to say a word, break it into its sounds and put it back 
together.

 � Sound Switcher: Lay out 3 pictophones on the table and ask the children what sound 
each pictophone represents. Switch to pointing at the different pictophones and the 
children have to chant each sound. Try increasing the speed to add some fun (but stop 
if they find it stressful). Resources: Pictophone cards

Session 2
 � Sound Talk: Give instructions with broken down words like “/p/ /a/ /t/ yourself on the 
back”, “/s/ /t/ /a/ /n/ /d/ up”, “/s/ /p/ /i/ /n/ around”. You can also use Simon Says as a 
variation.

 � Sound Jump: Randomly choose a sound that the children have covered in class 
phonics work (see grapheme bank and pictophone bank). Show the pictophone and 
have the children tell you the sound represented by the pictophone. Read out some 
words and the children should jump up if they hear the sound. Repeat with a different 
sound and choose a different action if you like! Resources: Pictophone cards

 � Pictophone Flashcard Race: Go through a stack of pictophone cards, seeing how fast 
the children can identify the sound represented by the pictophone on the card - add up 
points! Resources: Pictophone cards

Session 3
 � Rhyme Time: Choose a starting word and go round the group with children saying a 
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STAGE 1

word that rhymes with the previous word until they get stuck. At this point they should 
choose a new word starting with the sound as the last word.

 � Sound Pops: Hand out pictophone cards. Say a sound and the child with that 
pictophone jumps up when their sound is called out. Do the same with whole words. 
Resources: Pictophone cards, word cards

 � All Aboard I-Spy: Play I-Spy with onset sounds instead of initial letters.

Session 4
 � Sound Rhythm: Practise saying the sound of a phoneme, and then chant the sound in 
a rhythm. The children have to chant it back to you in the same rhythm. Try out different 
rhythms and different sounds. With consonants, remember to try to voice just the sound 
of the phoneme without the schwa sound added (e.g. make the /k/ sound at the back of 
your mouth, not “kuh”).

 � Sound Splat: Put pictophones cards on the table and call out a sound. The first child to 
slap the right pictophone wins. Resources: Pictophone cards

 � Missing Sound: Put two characters up on the whiteboard or piece of paper, with a 
space. Draw a line with a pen to indicate a character is missing. Tell the children what 
word you are trying to build. They pick the right pictophone to complete the word. 
Resources: Pictophone cards

Session 5
 � Name Play: Call out a child’s name and make up a fun sentence or pair of words 
starting with the same first sound as their name. Ask the children to think up similar 
phrases for their own names. e.g. “Josiah jumps” “Sadie swims”

 � Picnic: 1. Show a beanie baby and explain that he is deciding what to put into a picnic 
basket. The children are asked to help him decide, but he only understands sound-talk. 
2. Ask the children whether he will need an item (e.g. jam). 3. If the children think he 
will, ask them to say the word and tell the beanie baby in sound-talk: jam, /j/ /a/ /m/. 4. 
Continue with a series of both suitable and unsuitable items (e.g. cheese, mud, cake, 
nuts, juice, coal, ham, rolls, soap, mugs, mouse). Resources: A beanie baby

 � Word Breaker: Take it in turns to say a word, break it into its sounds and put it back 
together.

Extra Activities
 � Word Randomiser: Have some consonant pictophones in a hat and some vowel ones 
in another. Have the children pick out a consonant, then vowel, then consonant and see 
what word it makes. Resources: Pictophone cards
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STAGE 1

Resources
For Stage 1 you will need the pictophone cards and a toy for Session 5.

Pictophones
A pictophone represents a sound. The first sound of the pictophone’s name is the sound that 
it represents.

The pictophones are introduced in the main All Aboard Phonics SSP programme to help 
build children’s phonemic awareness. The pictophones are introduced in this order:

Port 1: Assessment
Say a simple CVC word to the child and ask them to break it apart into its sounds out loud. 
You should model what you mean first, e.g. “cat… /k/… /a/… /t/.” Have the child do this with 
5 words. To pass this port into Stage 2, the child should be able to say the sounds with 
reasonable accuracy and ease.

Phase 3

Phase 5

Phase 2

All Aboard Phonics Plus
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Stage 2: Graphemes and 
GPCs
Stage 2 focuses on building knowledge of the graphemes and grapheme-phoneme 
correspondences (GPCs) up to the children’s current phase/week of the SSP programme.

Lesson Plans 
The session length should be around 10 minutes.

Session 1
 � Grapheme Trawl: Grab all the grapheme flashcards of any phases that the learner 
has already finished in the SSP. Go through them slowly, asking for the sounds taught 
so far relating to each grapheme. Any that are easy for the learner put to one side. 
If you need to prompt them, put those cards in a separate stack. Take a note in your 
recording sheet of which graphemes are weak for them. You are going to focus on just 
those graphemes through the week. Resources: Grapheme cards

 � Pictophone Match: Take the stack of grapheme cards that are weak from Grapheme 
Trawl and pull out the matching pictophone cards from your box. You can do that with 
the help of the learner. Now scatter the grapheme cards and the pictophone cards 
on the desk and work together at matching them up as pairs. Celebrate each match! 
Resources: Grapheme cards, pictophone cards

 � Word Build: Now pick sets of three pairs from Pictophone Match for the learner and 
start to make CVC words together. The learner should place the pictophone card 
above each grapheme card in the word. Once you have used all the cards, ask them 
to read back the words they have made. They can use the pictophone cards sat over 
the grapheme cards as a scaffold for their decoding. If you have time, do some more 
words! Resources: Grapheme cards, pictophone cards

Session 2
 � Quickwrite: First, lay out grapheme cards for the graphemes you are going to use. Say 
a sound and the children write out the grapheme for that sound on a piece of paper. 
Resources: Grapheme cards

 � Missing Letter: Put two graphemes on the whiteboard or a piece of paper, with a space 
in the middle. Draw a line with a pen to indicate a grapheme is missing. Tell the children 
what word you are trying to build. Can they pick the right sound to complete the word 
and identify the letter/grapheme from the flashcards? Resources: Grapheme cards

 � Sound Switcher: Lay out 3 graphemes on the table and ask the children what sound 
each one represents. The children start chanting the sound of each grapheme that you 
point to. Resources: Grapheme cards
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Session 3
 � Grapheme Splat: Put graphemes on the table and call out a sound. The children have 
to slap the right grapheme as quickly as possible. Add up points. Resources: Grapheme 
cards 

 � Grapheme Spotter: Hand out an All Aboard Phonics decodable book that is 
appropriate to the phase/week they are up to in the main SSP programme. Give the 
child a grapheme to look for and see how many they can find. Repeat with another 
grapheme Resources: Text or book 

 � Scribe: Lay 5 graphemes on the table and the children copy each of them on paper 
and say the phoneme. Resources: Grapheme cards

Session 4
 � Post-It Spy: Give the children post-it notes and present some object cards to them. Ask 
them to write the grapheme that the object starts with on the post-it note and stick it on 
the object card. Resources: Post-It notes, object cards

 � Graphemes Flashcard Race: See how many graphemes the child can identify correctly 
in a minute. In groups, you can take turns and make it a competition. Resources: 
Grapheme cards

 � Think Up 3: Randomly pick a grapheme and show it to the child. They have to say what 
sound it represents, and then say three words beginning with that sound. Mark one 
point and then repeat! Set a timer to see how many points they can get. If it is too easy, 
see if they can think up 4 words, or 5. Resources: Grapheme cards

Session 5
 � Match Up: Lay down three grapheme cards on a table to form a word. The learner then 
puts the matching pictophone cards above each grapheme. Resources: Grapheme 
cards, pictophone cards

 � Word Rush: Lay out 10 grapheme cards and see what words you can create together. 
Resources: Grapheme cards

 � Word Randomiser: Have some consonant graphemes in a hat and some vowels in 
another. Have the children pick out a consonant, then vowel, then consonant and see 
what word it makes. Resources: Grapheme cards, hats
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Resources
For Stage 2, you will need: 

 � Grapheme cards

 � Pictophone cards

 � Decodable books

 � Post-it notes

 � Object cards

Grapheme Bank
In your sessions you will need to work on graphemes from any phases that the children have 
completed in the main SSP programme. They have been introduced in this order:

Phase 2
s, a, t, p, i, n, m, d, g, o, k, c, ck, e, u, r, h, b, f, l

Phase 3
j, v, w, x, y, z, qu, sh, ch, th, ng, ai, ee, igh, oa, oo ar, or, ur, ow, oi, ear, air, er

Phase 5
ay, ou, ie, ea, oy, ir, ue, aw, wh, ew, oe, au, ey, i_e, o_e, a_e, u_e, e_e, ph

Port 2: Assessment
Go through the flashcards for the graphemes introduced so far in the SSP and ask the child 
to tell you what sound(s) each one represents. To pass this port into Stage 3, they need to be 
confident with most of the GPCs introduced so far.

If the children are in Phase 5, then we do not expect them to be able to give all the GPC 
variations for a grapheme. Ideally you will always be doing this inverntion stage in the first 
year of phonics.
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Stage 3: Reading CVC words
Stage 3 helps children with the decoding and blending of simple words: CVC, VC and VCC. 
In the Word Bank you will find simple words that you can use in the sessions, arranged by 
phase. 

Lesson Plans

Session 1
 � Essential Pictophone Check: The first essential task at the start of any intervention in 
All Aboard Phonics Plus is to be sure the student can recognise all the pictophones and 
the phonemes they represent from the phases they have done in the main programme. 
You can do this with a stack of flashcards. Any that the student is not sure about should 
be put to one side and practised until they are all familiar. Resources: Pictophone 
Flashcards

 � Go Fish: Children have to fish a trainertext word out from a hat and read it correctly to 
be able to keep it. You can set a timer and add up points. Resources: Trainertext word 
cards

 � Full Circle: Write a word on a whiteboard, then work together with the student(s) to 
change one grapheme at a time until they come back full circle to the original word. 
Nonsense words allowed!

Session 2
 � Moor Up The Boat: Lay out 10 or so trainertext word cards. Read out a word and ask 
the children to moor up the boat next to the right word flashcard. Resources: Trainertext 
word cards, boat (toy or printed)

 � Word Randomiser: Have some consonant graphemes in a hat and some vowels in 
another. Have the children pick out a consonant, then vowel, then consonant and see 
what word it makes. Resources: Selected graphemes, hats

 � Word Mood: Show a trainertext word for the children to read. Ask them to read it in a 
particular voice: sad, happy, angry, scared, excited. Resources: Trainertext word cards

Session 3
 � Climb The Mast: Show a trainertext word for the children to decode. Once they have 
got it right, they can roll a die and move up the mast. Resources: Climb The Mast sheet, 
trainertext word cards, die

 � True or False?: Children read phrases and shout out if it is true or false (i.e. the sun is 
wet). Resources: True or False statements
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 � Word Sort: Place 2-3 vowel pictophones on the table and present some word 
flashcards with those sounds in. The children read the word and then sort it under the 
right pictophone. Resources: Pictophone cards, word cards

Session 4
 � Missing Letter: Write out a word with a line to indicate a grapheme is missing. Tell the 
children what word you are trying to build. Can they pick the right sound to complete 
the word and identify the letter/grapheme from the flashcards? Resources: Grapheme 
cards

 � Feed the Sea Monster: Children have a selection of words. They can only feed the 
nonsense words to the sea monster. Resources: Word cards (real and nonsense), sea 
monster image

 � Sound Spotter: Write a phrase on a whiteboard. Have the children decode it, helping 
if needed. Then ask the children, “where is the /x/ sound?” See if they can point to it or 
underline it.

Session 5
 � Word Flip: Get a pack of trainertext word cards. The child reads the plain text first then 
flips to the trainertext for help. Resources: Trainertext word cards

 � Word Whirlpool: Present a sheet with words in a spiral shape. See if the children can 
decode all of the words in succession without making a mistake and having to go back 
to the start. Resources: Whirlpool sheet

 � Word Randomiser: Have some consonant graphemes in a hat and some vowel ones in 
another. Have the children pick out a consonant, then vowel, then consonant and see 
what word it makes. Resources: Selected graphemes, hats

Daily Reading Session with Phrase Reread
 � Guided Reading: Do a final 5-7 minutes of guided reading with a suitable decodable 
book, focusing on multiple rereads of each phrase of 3-5 words until the phrase 
is fluent, before moving to the next phrase. Help if necessary by saying which 
pictophones would be above the word.

Extra activities
 � Pass The Treasure (Groups only): Write the words for today on cards. Put the cards 
in a box. The children sit in a circle and pass it around until the music stops. The child 
holding the box picks out a word card and decodes it. Consider giving sticker rewards 
for each word read! Resources: Trainertext word cards
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Resources
For Stage 3 you will need:

 � Word cards

 � Toy boat or cutout

 � Climb The Mast sheet

 � Word Whirlpool sheet

 � Pictophone cards

 � Trainertext word cards

True/False Sentences
You can use these sentences for the True/False game:

Phase 2 Phase 3 Phase 5
A dad can hop. A fish can sing. A peach has fuzz and ears.
I can hug a sock. A sheet is for sleep. A shout is loud and pink.
A kid can sip mud. A pool has mud in it. A toy can be fun sometimes.
I can get a pig as a pet. You can see sheep march. A few is too much.
A dog can get ill. An owl will go buzz. A toe can be green.
A bat can pat a cat. I meet dogs on the street. A rose is red and scented.
I can tuck a cat in a bed. My beard is long. You like to eat meat.
A cap is a hat. My hair is thick. A phone can beep and smell.
I can dig up mud. It is a hot day. A whale can soar up high.
A rat will kiss a nit. It is good to rush. A key fits in a padlock.

Port 3: Assessment
Have the child read out a list of 20 CVC words in large text: 10 real and 10 nonsense. Use 
the word bank included in the stage resources to select the 20 words and write them on a 
piece of paper in large, clear letters. We expect the learner to be able to read most of them 
accurately to enter the next stage.

Check the minimum size of text that is comfortable to read. If it is large, ensure the child is 
doing the eye tracking exercises.
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Word Bank: Stage 3
You can use words from any of the phases up to the last one completed by the learner in 
the main phonics lessons. For instance, if the class has finished Phase 4, you can use all the 
words below from Phases 2-4.

Phase 2
New Graphemes (20): s, a, t, p, i, n, m, d, g, o, c, k, ck, e, u, r, h, b, f, l

Simple words (CV, VC, CVC, VCC, CCV): am, an, at, back, bad, bag, bat, bed, beg, bell, Ben, 
bet, bid, big, bill, bin, bit, bob, boss, bud, bug, bun, bus, but, can, cap, cat, cob, cub, cup, cut, 
dab, dad, dam, deck, dell, den, did, dig, dim, din, dock, dog, doll, duck, dug, dull, fad, fan, fat, 
fed, fell, fib, fig, fill, fin, fit, fog, fun, fuss, gap, gas, get, gig, god, got, gull, gum, gun, gut, had, 
hat, hell, hem, hen, hid, hill, him, hip, hit, hop, hot, huff, hug, hum, hut, if, ill, in, it, keg, kick, kid, 
kill, kiss, lab, lack, lad, lap, lass, led, leg, less, let, lick, lid, lip, lit, lock, log, loss, lot, luck, mad, 
map, mass, mat, men, mess, met, mid, mill, miss, mock, moss, muck, mud, mug, mum, nap, 
neck, Ned, net, nick, nip, nod, not, nun, nut, off, on, pack, pad, pal, pan, pat, peck, peg, pen, 
pet, pick, pig, pin, pit, pop, pot, pub, puff, pup, rack, rag, ran, rat, red, rib, rid, rim, rip, rob, rock, 
rod, rot, rub, run, sack, sad, Sam, sap, sat, sell, set, sick, sill, sin, sip, sit, sob, sock, suck, sum, 
sun, tack, tap, tell, ten, tick, till, tin, tip, toll, Tom, top, toss, tuck, tug, tut, up, us

CVCs: caps, cats, dots, gaps, licks, locks, maps, pats, pots, puffs, sits, taps, tips, tops

Nonsense words: bup, bub, beb, bim, bem, biss, bon, cag, cam, col, dass, dib, dub, deb, deg, 
diff, dit, duss, em, gad, gam, gan, gat, geck, gom, gop, gub, gud, guck, hab, han, heb, heff, 
het, hib, hig, hin, hud, hup, ked, keff, kem, ket, kib, kiff, kig, kuck, lan, lat, leb, leck, leff, lem, 
liff, lin, lod, loff, lom, lon, lub, lud, lum, lun, luss, lut, mab, maff, meb, meff, mep, mib, mig, mim, 
mip, mub, mup, muss, nad, nam, neb, neff, neg, nem, nen, ness, noff, nog, nom, non, pab, paff, 
pag, peb, ped, peff, pell, pib, pid, pim, pob, poff, pog, pock, pom, pon, rab, raff, rell, rem, ren, 
rill, rin, riss, roff, rog, rop, rud, ruck, sab, saff, san, soff, som, sot, taff, tam, tass, teb, teff, teg, 
teck, tem, tep, tet.

Phase 3
Some new graphemes are introduced in Phase 3. Include words from the following word 
bank only when the child or children you are working with have finished Phase 3.

New Graphemes (24): j, v, w, x, y, z, qu, sh, ch, th, ng, ai, ee, igh, oa, oo, ar, or, ur, ow, oi, ear, 
air, er

Simple words (CV, VC, CVC, VCC, CCV): aid, aim, arch, ark, arm, art, ash, bait, bang, bar, 
bark, barn, beard, bee, beech, beef, been, beep, Bert, boat, boil, book, boom, boot, born, 
box, brow, burn, car, card, cart, cash, chain, chair, chap, chat, cheek, chick, chill, chin, chip, 
chuck, chum, coach, coal, coat, coil, coin, cook, cool, cord, cork, corn, cow, curd, curl, curt, 
dark, dash, dear, deed, deep, dish, down, dung, eel, fail, fair, faith, far, farm, fear, feed, feel, 
feet, fern, fight, fish, fix, fizz, foam, foil, food, fool, foot, for, ford, fork, form, fort, fox, fur, gain, 
gang, gear, goal, goat, gong, good, gown, hail, hair, hang, hard, hark, harm, harsh, hear, heed, 
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heel, her, herd, high, hood, hoof, hook, hoop, hoot, horn, how, howl, hung, hurt, hush, Jack, 
jail, jam, jar, jeep, Jess, jet, jim, job, join, jot, jug, jut, keel, keen, keep, king, laid, lain, lair, lash, 
light, load, loaf, long, look, loop, loot, lord, lung, lush, maid, mail, main, march, mark, marsh, 
mash, max, meek, meet, mesh, might, mix, moan, moat, mood, moon, moth, much, nail, near, 
need, nigh, night, nook, noon, north, now, oak, oat, oath, oil, orb, owl, paid, pail, pain, pair, 
pang, park, part, peek, peel, peep, perch, pool, porch, pork, port, quack, queen, quick, quill, 
raid, rail, rain, rang, rash, rear, reef, Rex, rich, right, ring, road, roam, roof, room, root, rush, sail, 
sang, sash, see, seed, seek, seem, seen, seep, shack, shall, sham, shark, sharp, shed, sheen, 
sheep, sheet, shell, ship, shock, shook, shoot, shop, shorn, short, shot, shut, sigh, sight, sing, 
six, soak, soap, soil, song, soon, sort, such, sung, surf, tail, tar, tart, teeth, term, than, that, 
them, then, thick, thigh, thin, this, thorn, thud, tight, toad, toil, too, took, tool, toot, torch, torn, 
town, turf, turn, vain, van, vet, vex, vow, waif, wail, wait, wax, web, weed, week, weep, well, 
wet, wig, will, win, wing, wish, with, wood, woof, wool, worn, wow, yak, yard, year, yes, yet, 
York

CVCs: beeps, boats, boils, chicks, chips, fights, goals, goats, hails, hooks, hoops, hurts, jeeps, 
jets, looks, meets, moans, nights, quacks, raids, sails, seeds, ships, shops, sights, weeds, 
weeks

Nonsense words: arth, chag, chairg, chairt, chass, chee, cheg, cherg, chert, chet, chig, chiss, 
choat, chog, choig, choit, chorg, chort, choss, chot, chowg, chowt, chur, chuss, dairt, deet, 
derl, dight, doal, doil, doit, dorl, dort, dowl, dowt, durl, fairch, fairn, farch, farn, fee, feech, feen, 
fich, figh, foch, foich, foin, foon, forch, fow, fowch, fown, furch, gair, gaird, gairk, gairn, gark, 
gart, geet, gezz, goak, goik, gook, gook, gork, gort, gowk, gox, gur, gurt, gurt, hairm, haith, 
heem, herm, heth, hezz, highth, hith, hoath, hoim, hoith, horm, horth, hoth, howm, howth, 
hurm, hurth, huth, huth, jain, jairn, jairp, jap, jarn, jarp, jeck, jeck, jern, jighn, jip, joap, joip, jop, 
jorn, jorp, jow, jown, jowp, juck, jup, jurn, jurp, karl, karn, kear, koon, kowl, kown, lox, marl, 
mear, mech, merch, mert, mezz, moil, mowl, mox, nair, oith, owth, pezz, poin, quab, quap, 
quib, quog, reesh, shan, sharn, shen, shick, shoin, shoom, shurn, thap, tharp, thart, theet, 
thep, thert, thet, thip, thit, thoip, thoit, thop, thot, thowt, thup, thut, tox, tur, vack, vad, vair, vaird, 
vard, veck, ved, veed, vock, vod, vord, vort, vud, vur, vurt, vux, wab, warb, wib, wob, woib, 
worb, wowb, wox, wub, wug, wurb, yad, yarf, yid, yight, yiss, yoaf, yod, yoff, yoid, yown, yub, 
yud, zaird, zam, zarch, zear, zeck, zim, zoin, zom, zown, zum

Phase 4
The concept of adjacent consonants are introduced in Phase 4. Include words from the 
following word bank only when the child or children you are working with have finished 
Phase 4.

Simple words (VCC, CCV): act, ant, apt, elk, end, ink, its, clear

Nonsense examples: ank, ect, elp, enk, ent, ept, ict, ilp, ind, int, ipt, oct, ond, onk, ont, ont, 
ulp, und, unk, unt, unt, upt, upt

Phase 5 Unit 1
Some new graphemes are introduced in Phase 5 Unit 1. Include words from the following 
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word bank only when the child or children you are working with have finished Phase 5 Unit 1.

New Graphemes (19): ay, ou, ie, ea, oy, ir, ue, aw, wh, ew, oe, au, ey, i_e, o_e, a_e, u_e, e_e, 
ph

Simple words (CV, VC, CVC, VCC, CCV): ape, ate, babe, bake, bale, base, bay, beach, 
bead, beak, beat, birch, bird, birth, blew, blue, boy, brew, cake, came, cane, cape, case, cave, 
chase, cheap, chew, chime, chirp, choke, claw, clay, clue, code, cone, cope, couch, cove, 
crew, cube, cue, cute, dawn, day, daze, deal, dew, die, died, dine, dirt, doe, draw, drew, due, 
duke, each, east, eat, eve, fade, fake, fate, few, fir, firm, flaw, flea, flew, foe, foul, fray, game, 
gate, gave, gaze, girl, glue, grew, hate, hawk, haul, hay, heap, heat, heath, hue, Jake, Jane, 
jaw, jean, joy, Kate, key, lake, lame, lane, late, law, lawn, lay, leach, lead, leaf, leak, lean, leap, 
lie, lied, line, lone, loud, made, make, male, mate, may, maze, meal, mean, meat, mile, mine, 
mirth, mole, mute, name, neat, new, newt, nine, note, ouch, pale, paw, pay, peach, peak, pew, 
phase, phew, phone, pie, pile, pine, pipe, play, plea, poke, pole, pouch, pray, rake, rate, raw, 
ray, reach, read, real, ride, ripe, robe, rode, rope, Roy, rude, rule, safe, sake, same, save, saw, 
say, sea, seal, seam, seat, shade, shake, shame, shape, shave, shawl, shine, shirt, shout, side, 
sir, site, size, sole, south, spear, spur, stay, stew, stir, sway, take, tale, tame, tape, tea, teach, 
team, theme, third, threw, tie, tied, time, toe, tone, toy, tray, true, tube, tune, vale, vine, vole, 
vote, wade, wake, wave, way, weak, whack, whale, wheat, wheel, when, which, whiff, while, 
whim, whine, whip, whirl, white, whizz, whoosh, wide, wife, wine, wipe, wire, woe, woke

Nonsense words: baw, bea, bew, bir, blafe, blaw, blea, blefe, blife, blofe, blufe, brele, brene, 
brile, brole, brone, brule, brune, chay, chea, chey, chir, cleme, clome, clume, craw, crou, croy, 
dauch, daul, dawch, daych, deach, dirl, doech, douch, doych, doyl, drepe, dripe, droe, droy, 
feme, fime, flape, flepe, flipe, flope, flupe, fome, geap, gir, girp, goep, goup, gule, haych, 
heach, hiech, kaw, kayd, kead, kile, kir, koe, koud, ley, loy, lue, nie, phay, phayn, phean, phet, 
phey, phoon, phot, phoy, phoyn, quep, reme, rew, snew, spoe, stame, staw, stime, stime, stoy, 
stume, tay, thew, trow, vale, vay, veam, vey, voe, wheesh, whep, whule, whup, zea, zey

Phase 5 Unit 2
Some new GPCs are introduced in Phase 5 Unit 2. Include words from the following word 
bank only when the child or children you are working with have finished Phase 5 Unit 2.

New GPCs (25): 
• <a> - /ai/ (apron) /o/ (wash) /ar/ (father) /or/ (ball)
• <y> - /ee/ (happy) /i/ (gym) /igh/ (sky)
• <c> - /s/ (cell)
• <ch> - /sh/ chef /k/ scheme
• <ea> - /e/ (head)
• <ear> - /air/ (bear) /er/ (pearl)
• <ey> - /ai/ (hey)
• <g> - /j/ (gel)
• <i> - /igh/ (find)
• <ie> - /ee/ (ponies)
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• <o> - /oa/ (both) /u/ (honey)
• <ou> - /oo/ (soup) /oa/ (soul)
• <ow> - /oa/ (bowl)
• <s> - /zh/ - (treasure)
• <u> - short-/oo/ (put) /yoo/ (unit)

Simple words (CV, VC, CVC, VCC, CCV): ace, ache, age, ask, ball, bath, bear, blow, both, 
bowl, bull, bush, by, cage, call, cell, chef, chief, chord, crow, cry, dead, deaf, death, dice, dry, 
earl, earn, earth, face, fall, flow, fry, full, gel, gem, germ, glow, go, grey, grow, gym, hall, head, 
heard, huge, ice, lace, learn, lice, low, mice, mow, myth, nice, no, own, pace, page, pass, path, 
pear, pearl, prey, pry, pull, push, put, race, rage, rice, roll, row, search, show, shown, sky, slow, 
sly, snow, so, son, soul, soup, spy, sty, tall, tear, they, thief, throw, tow, vice, wash, wear, why, 
yearn, youth

Nonsense words: bice, bym, dace, dind, douth, drow, dut, fage, fice, fush, fym, geb, hace, 
hage, hice, jace, jead, jice, jouth, kall, kly, mage, mear, nace, nage, ny, pead, pearn, pice, pice, 
prow, pym, quief, quow, rall, rearl, routh, srey, srow, srown, tace, tage, tath, tearl, tearn, tice, 
trey, trow, trown, tuge, vace, vall, vass, vead, vear, vearl, vearn, vind, vrey, vrow, vrown, vry, 
vym, wearch, yace, yage, yige, yow, yuge, yut, zym

Phase 5 Unit 3
Some new GPCs are introduced in Phase 5 Unit 3. Include words from the following word 
bank only when the child or children you are working with have finished Phase 5 Unit 3.

New GPCs (21): 
• /ai/ - <eigh> (sleigh) <ei> (vein)
• /ee/ - <e> (secret)
• short /oo/ <oul> (could) 
• /or/ - <ore> (tore) <our> (your)
• /ear/ - <eer> (cheer) <ere> (here)
• /air/ <are> (share) 
• /ar/ <al> (calm)
• /tch/ <tch> (batch) 
• /j/ <dge> (edge)
• /m/ <mb> (limb)
• /n/ <kn> (knight) <gn> (gnome)
• /r/ <wr> (write)
• /sh/ <ci> (special) <ssi> (mission) <ti> (notion)
• /s/ <sc> (scent) 
• /v/ <ve> (give)

Simple words (CV, VC, CVC, VCC, CCV): badge, balm, bare, batch, bear, bear, beer, blare, 
calf, calm, care, catch, cheer, chef, chore, comb, core, could, dare, deer, ditch, dodge, dry, 
dumb, edge, eight, fare, fetch, flare, four, fry, fudge, give, glare, gnarl, gnash, gnat, gnaw, 
gnome, half, hare, hatch, hedge, here, hitch, judge, knave, knead, knee, kneel, knew, knife, 
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knight, knit, knock, knot, know, known, lamb, latch, ledge, limb, live, lodge, love, mare, match, 
mere, more, notch, nudge, numb, palm, patch, peer, pitch, pour, rare, rein, ridge, scare, scene, 
score, share, sheer, shore, should, show, sleigh, snare, sneer, snore, snow, sore, spare, 
sphere, spy, stare, sneer, steer, store, tear, thatch, thumb, tore, tour, veer, veil, vein, watch, 
wear, weave, wedge, weigh, weight, witch, would, wrap, wrath, wreak, wreck, wren, wretch, 
write, writhe, wrong, wrote, wry, your

Nonsense words: beigh, bive, bour, dadge, datch, deigh, didge, domb, dudge, falm, fatch, 
feigh, fomb, fumb, gare, gatch, gnam, gnate, gnem, gneme, gnim, gnime, gnom, gnume, 
gnute, gour, heigh, hein, hidge, jare, jatch, jeigh, jomb, jumb, keigh, knep, knip, knop, knup, 
kore, lalm, lomb, nalm, nare, peigh, pidge, pive, pumb, radge, redge, rodge, romb, rudge, 
sare, satch, setch, sitch, sotch, tatch, teigh, tein, vare, vatch, veigh, vomb, vould, vour, vumb, 
wratch, wrete, wrick, wrin, wron, wrop, wrothe, yare, yatch, zare, zeigh, zumb
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Stage 4: Spelling CVC words
In Stage 4, children practise spelling simple CVC up to their current phase/week of the SSP 
programme. 

Lesson Plans
We recommend you keep these sessions to 10-15 minutes.

Session 1
 � Word Breaker: Take it in turns to say a word, break it into its sounds and put it back 
together. Then ask the child to write out the graphemes for each sound, in order to 
spell the word.

 � Word Builder: Lay out 10 grapheme cards. Work together to create as many different 
words with those graphemes as possible. Resources: Grapheme cards

 � Phoneme Frame: Ask the child to draw three boxes. Say a CVC word and ask the child 
to segment it verbally. Ask them to choose the grapheme for each phoneme and write 
it in the phoneme boxes. Use the graphemes practised in Word Builder.

Session 2
 � Grapheme Match: A word is written out in pictophone cards. The children have to 
place (or write) the right letters beneath the pictophones. Resources: Pictophone cards, 
grapheme cards 

 � Climb The Mast: Read out a word for the children to write out. Once they have got it 
right, they can roll a die and move up the mast. Resources: Climb The Mast sheet

 � Word Play: Students spell out a word of their choice using grapheme cards. Then 
they switch out one grapheme for a new one to see if they can make another word. 
Resources: Grapheme cards

Session 3
 � Missing Letter: Write out a word with a line to indicate a grapheme is missing. Tell the 
children what word you are trying to build. Can they pick the right sound to complete 
the word and identify the letter/grapheme from the flashcards? Resources: Grapheme 
cards

 � Word Breaker: Take it in turns to say a word, break it into its sounds and put it back 
together. Then ask the child to write out the graphemes for each sound, in order to 
spell the word.

 � Letter to an Alien: Dictate a series of nonsense words for the children to write out in 
a nonsense sentence. Then see if they can read it back to you. You should use the 
nonsense words from the word bank for the stage.
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Session 4
 � Post-It Spy: Give the children post-it notes and present some objects to them. Ask 
them to write the object’s name on the post-it note and stick it on the card. Resources: 
Post-it notes, object cards

 � Sound Swap: Create a CVC word with grapheme cards. Then say a new word which 
only needs one grapheme changed. Keep saying new words with one grapheme 
change each time. Resources: Grapheme cards

 � Word Builder: Lay out 10 grapheme cards. Work together to create as many different 
words with those graphemes as possible. Resources: Grapheme cards

Session 5
 � Find, Build & Write: Give the children an All Aboard Phonics decodable book that 
matches their current phase. Pick a word, ask them to find it in the text, then build it with 
grapheme cards, then write it. Resources: Decodable books, grapheme cards

 � Climb The Mast: Read out a word for the children to write out. Once they have got it 
right, they can roll the dice and move up the mast. Resources: Climb The Mast sheet

 � Sentence Builder: Write out 10 CVC words and ask the learner to write a sentence or 
story including some of the words. They can add other words too.

Daily Reading Session with Phrase Reread
 � Guided Reading: Do a final 5-7 minutes of guided reading with a suitable decodable 
book, focusing on multiple rereads of each phrase of 3-5 words until the phrase is 
fluent, before moving to the next phrase.

Teaching Notes
 � Children who are in Phase 5 of the main SSP programme are dealing with graphemes 
with multiple GPCs. You should use the Spelling Aid resource to help a child land on the 
right spelling for a word. This encourages them to think first about the sound and then 
review the possible ways of writing it. If the Spelling Aid is needed to work out the right 
spelling, then we recommend they copy that word into a spelling diary three times, to 
build familiarity with it.
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Resources
For Stage 4, you will need:

 � Grapheme cards

 � Climb The Mast sheet

 � Pictophone cards

 � Decodable books

 � Object cards

Port 4: Assessment
Give the child some paper and read out 10 CVC words for them to write. Choose words from 
the word bank in the stage resources. We expect the learner to get at least half of them 
correct in order to go on to the next stage.
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Word Bank: Stage 4
You can use words from any of the phases up to the last one completed by the learner in 
the main phonics lessons. For instance, if the class has finished Phase 4, you can use all the 
words below from Phases 2-4.

Phase 2
New Graphemes (20): s, a, t, p, i, n, m, d, g, o, c, k, ck, e, u, r, h, b, f, l

Simple words (CV, VC, CVC, VCC, CCV): am, an, at, back, bad, bag, bat, bed, beg, bell, Ben, 
bet, bid, big, bill, bin, bit, bob, boss, bud, bug, bun, bus, but, can, cap, cat, cob, cub, cup, cut, 
dab, dad, dam, deck, dell, den, did, dig, dim, din, dock, dog, doll, duck, dug, dull, fad, fan, fat, 
fed, fell, fib, fig, fill, fin, fit, fog, fun, fuss, gap, gas, get, gig, god, got, gull, gum, gun, gut, had, 
hat, hell, hem, hen, hid, hill, him, hip, hit, hop, hot, huff, hug, hum, hut, if, ill, in, it, keg, kick, kid, 
kill, kiss, lab, lack, lad, lap, lass, led, leg, less, let, lick, lid, lip, lit, lock, log, loss, lot, luck, mad, 
map, mass, mat, men, mess, met, mid, mill, miss, mock, moss, muck, mud, mug, mum, nap, 
neck, Ned, net, nick, nip, nod, not, nun, nut, off, on, pack, pad, pal, pan, pat, peck, peg, pen, 
pet, pick, pig, pin, pit, pop, pot, pub, puff, pup, rack, rag, ran, rat, red, rib, rid, rim, rip, rob, rock, 
rod, rot, rub, run, sack, sad, Sam, sap, sat, sell, set, sick, sill, sin, sip, sit, sob, sock, suck, sum, 
sun, tack, tap, tell, ten, tick, till, tin, tip, toll, Tom, top, toss, tuck, tug, tut, up, us

CVCs: caps, cats, dots, gaps, licks, locks, maps, pats, pots, puffs, sits, taps, tips, tops

Nonsense words: bup, bub, beb, bim, bem, biss, bon, cag, cam, col, dass, dib, dub, deb, deg, 
diff, dit, duss, em, gad, gam, gan, gat, geck, gom, gop, gub, gud, guck, hab, han, heb, heff, 
het, hib, hig, hin, hud, hup, ked, keff, kem, ket, kib, kiff, kig, kuck, lan, lat, leb, leck, leff, lem, 
liff, lin, lod, loff, lom, lon, lub, lud, lum, lun, luss, lut, mab, maff, meb, meff, mep, mib, mig, mim, 
mip, mub, mup, muss, nad, nam, neb, neff, neg, nem, nen, ness, noff, nog, nom, non, pab, paff, 
pag, peb, ped, peff, pell, pib, pid, pim, pob, poff, pog, pock, pom, pon, rab, raff, rell, rem, ren, 
rill, rin, riss, roff, rog, rop, rud, ruck, sab, saff, san, soff, som, sot, taff, tam, tass, teb, teff, teg, 
teck, tem, tep, tet.

Phase 3
Some new graphemes are introduced in Phase 3. Include words from the following word 
bank only when the child or children you are working with have finished Phase 3.

New Graphemes (24): j, v, w, x, y, z, qu, sh, ch, th, ng, ai, ee, igh, oa, oo, ar, or, ur, ow, oi, ear, 
air, er

Simple words (CV, VC, CVC, VCC, CCV): aid, aim, arch, ark, arm, art, ash, bait, bang, bar, 
bark, barn, beard, bee, beech, beef, been, beep, Bert, boat, boil, book, boom, boot, born, 
box, brow, burn, car, card, cart, cash, chain, chair, chap, chat, cheek, chick, chill, chin, chip, 
chuck, chum, coach, coal, coat, coil, coin, cook, cool, cord, cork, corn, cow, curd, curl, curt, 
dark, dash, dear, deed, deep, dish, down, dung, eel, fail, fair, faith, far, farm, fear, feed, feel, 
feet, fern, fight, fish, fix, fizz, foam, foil, food, fool, foot, for, ford, fork, form, fort, fox, fur, gain, 
gang, gear, goal, goat, gong, good, gown, hail, hair, hang, hard, hark, harm, harsh, hear, heed, 
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heel, her, herd, high, hood, hoof, hook, hoop, hoot, horn, how, howl, hung, hurt, hush, Jack, 
jail, jam, jar, jeep, Jess, jet, jim, job, join, jot, jug, jut, keel, keen, keep, king, laid, lain, lair, lash, 
light, load, loaf, long, look, loop, loot, lord, lung, lush, maid, mail, main, march, mark, marsh, 
mash, max, meek, meet, mesh, might, mix, moan, moat, mood, moon, moth, much, nail, near, 
need, nigh, night, nook, noon, north, now, oak, oat, oath, oil, orb, owl, paid, pail, pain, pair, 
pang, park, part, peek, peel, peep, perch, pool, porch, pork, port, quack, queen, quick, quill, 
raid, rail, rain, rang, rash, rear, reef, Rex, rich, right, ring, road, roam, roof, room, root, rush, sail, 
sang, sash, see, seed, seek, seem, seen, seep, shack, shall, sham, shark, sharp, shed, sheen, 
sheep, sheet, shell, ship, shock, shook, shoot, shop, shorn, short, shot, shut, sigh, sight, sing, 
six, soak, soap, soil, song, soon, sort, such, sung, surf, tail, tar, tart, teeth, term, than, that, 
them, then, thick, thigh, thin, this, thorn, thud, tight, toad, toil, too, took, tool, toot, torch, torn, 
town, turf, turn, vain, van, vet, vex, vow, waif, wail, wait, wax, web, weed, week, weep, well, 
wet, wig, will, win, wing, wish, with, wood, woof, wool, worn, wow, yak, yard, year, yes, yet, 
York

CVCs: beeps, boats, boils, chicks, chips, fights, goals, goats, hails, hooks, hoops, hurts, jeeps, 
jets, looks, meets, moans, nights, quacks, raids, sails, seeds, ships, shops, sights, weeds, 
weeks

Nonsense words: arth, chag, chairg, chairt, chass, chee, cheg, cherg, chert, chet, chig, chiss, 
choat, chog, choig, choit, chorg, chort, choss, chot, chowg, chowt, chur, chuss, dairt, deet, 
derl, dight, doal, doil, doit, dorl, dort, dowl, dowt, durl, fairch, fairn, farch, farn, fee, feech, feen, 
fich, figh, foch, foich, foin, foon, forch, fow, fowch, fown, furch, gair, gaird, gairk, gairn, gark, 
gart, geet, gezz, goak, goik, gook, gook, gork, gort, gowk, gox, gur, gurt, gurt, hairm, haith, 
heem, herm, heth, hezz, highth, hith, hoath, hoim, hoith, horm, horth, hoth, howm, howth, 
hurm, hurth, huth, huth, jain, jairn, jairp, jap, jarn, jarp, jeck, jeck, jern, jighn, jip, joap, joip, jop, 
jorn, jorp, jow, jown, jowp, juck, jup, jurn, jurp, karl, karn, kear, koon, kowl, kown, lox, marl, 
mear, mech, merch, mert, mezz, moil, mowl, mox, nair, oith, owth, pezz, poin, quab, quap, 
quib, quog, reesh, shan, sharn, shen, shick, shoin, shoom, shurn, thap, tharp, thart, theet, 
thep, thert, thet, thip, thit, thoip, thoit, thop, thot, thowt, thup, thut, tox, tur, vack, vad, vair, vaird, 
vard, veck, ved, veed, vock, vod, vord, vort, vud, vur, vurt, vux, wab, warb, wib, wob, woib, 
worb, wowb, wox, wub, wug, wurb, yad, yarf, yid, yight, yiss, yoaf, yod, yoff, yoid, yown, yub, 
yud, zaird, zam, zarch, zear, zeck, zim, zoin, zom, zown, zum

Phase 4
The concept of adjacent consonants are introduced in Phase 4. Include words from the 
following word bank only when the child or children you are working with have finished 
Phase 4.

Simple words (VCC, CCV): act, ant, apt, elk, end, ink, its, clear

Nonsense examples: ank, ect, elp, enk, ent, ept, ict, ilp, ind, int, ipt, oct, ond, onk, ont, ont, 
ulp, und, unk, unt, unt, upt, upt

Phase 5 Unit 1
Some new graphemes are introduced in Phase 5 Unit 1. Include words from the following 
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word bank only when the child or children you are working with have finished Phase 5 Unit 1.

New Graphemes (19): ay, ou, ie, ea, oy, ir, ue, aw, wh, ew, oe, au, ey, i_e, o_e, a_e, u_e, e_e, 
ph

Simple words (CV, VC, CVC, VCC, CCV): ape, ate, babe, bake, bale, base, bay, beach, 
bead, beak, beat, birch, bird, birth, blew, blue, boy, brew, cake, came, cane, cape, case, cave, 
chase, cheap, chew, chime, chirp, choke, claw, clay, clue, code, cone, cope, couch, cove, 
crew, cube, cue, cute, dawn, day, daze, deal, dew, die, died, dine, dirt, doe, draw, drew, due, 
duke, each, east, eat, eve, fade, fake, fate, few, fir, firm, flaw, flea, flew, foe, foul, fray, game, 
gate, gave, gaze, girl, glue, grew, hate, hawk, haul, hay, heap, heat, heath, hue, Jake, Jane, 
jaw, jean, joy, Kate, key, lake, lame, lane, late, law, lawn, lay, leach, lead, leaf, leak, lean, leap, 
lie, lied, line, lone, loud, made, make, male, mate, may, maze, meal, mean, meat, mile, mine, 
mirth, mole, mute, name, neat, new, newt, nine, note, ouch, pale, paw, pay, peach, peak, pew, 
phase, phew, phone, pie, pile, pine, pipe, play, plea, poke, pole, pouch, pray, rake, rate, raw, 
ray, reach, read, real, ride, ripe, robe, rode, rope, Roy, rude, rule, safe, sake, same, save, saw, 
say, sea, seal, seam, seat, shade, shake, shame, shape, shave, shawl, shine, shirt, shout, side, 
sir, site, size, sole, south, spear, spur, stay, stew, stir, sway, take, tale, tame, tape, tea, teach, 
team, theme, third, threw, tie, tied, time, toe, tone, toy, tray, true, tube, tune, vale, vine, vole, 
vote, wade, wake, wave, way, weak, whack, whale, wheat, wheel, when, which, whiff, while, 
whim, whine, whip, whirl, white, whizz, whoosh, wide, wife, wine, wipe, wire, woe, woke

Nonsense words: baw, bea, bew, bir, blafe, blaw, blea, blefe, blife, blofe, blufe, brele, brene, 
brile, brole, brone, brule, brune, chay, chea, chey, chir, cleme, clome, clume, craw, crou, croy, 
dauch, daul, dawch, daych, deach, dirl, doech, douch, doych, doyl, drepe, dripe, droe, droy, 
feme, fime, flape, flepe, flipe, flope, flupe, fome, geap, gir, girp, goep, goup, gule, haych, 
heach, hiech, kaw, kayd, kead, kile, kir, koe, koud, ley, loy, lue, nie, phay, phayn, phean, phet, 
phey, phoon, phot, phoy, phoyn, quep, reme, rew, snew, spoe, stame, staw, stime, stime, stoy, 
stume, tay, thew, trow, vale, vay, veam, vey, voe, wheesh, whep, whule, whup, zea, zey

Phase 5 Unit 2
Some new GPCs are introduced in Phase 5 Unit 2. Include words from the following word 
bank only when the child or children you are working with have finished Phase 5 Unit 2.

New GPCs (25): 
• <a> - /ai/ (apron) /o/ (wash) /ar/ (father) /or/ (ball)
• <y> - /ee/ (happy) /i/ (gym) /igh/ (sky)
• <c> - /s/ (cell)
• <ch> - /sh/ chef /k/ scheme
• <ea> - /e/ (head)
• <ear> - /air/ (bear) /er/ (pearl)
• <ey> - /ai/ (hey)
• <g> - /j/ (gel)
• <i> - /igh/ (find)
• <ie> - /ee/ (ponies)
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• <o> - /oa/ (both) /u/ (honey)
• <ou> - /oo/ (soup) /oa/ (soul)
• <ow> - /oa/ (bowl)
• <s> - /zh/ - (treasure)
• <u> - short-/oo/ (put) /yoo/ (unit)

Simple words (CV, VC, CVC, VCC, CCV): ace, ache, age, ask, ball, bath, bear, blow, both, 
bowl, bull, bush, by, cage, call, cell, chef, chief, chord, crow, cry, dead, deaf, death, dice, dry, 
earl, earn, earth, face, fall, flow, fry, full, gel, gem, germ, glow, go, grey, grow, gym, hall, head, 
heard, huge, ice, lace, learn, lice, low, mice, mow, myth, nice, no, own, pace, page, pass, path, 
pear, pearl, prey, pry, pull, push, put, race, rage, rice, roll, row, search, show, shown, sky, slow, 
sly, snow, so, son, soul, soup, spy, sty, tall, tear, they, thief, throw, tow, vice, wash, wear, why, 
yearn, youth

Nonsense words: bice, bym, dace, dind, douth, drow, dut, fage, fice, fush, fym, geb, hace, 
hage, hice, jace, jead, jice, jouth, kall, kly, mage, mear, nace, nage, ny, pead, pearn, pice, pice, 
prow, pym, quief, quow, rall, rearl, routh, srey, srow, srown, tace, tage, tath, tearl, tearn, tice, 
trey, trow, trown, tuge, vace, vall, vass, vead, vear, vearl, vearn, vind, vrey, vrow, vrown, vry, 
vym, wearch, yace, yage, yige, yow, yuge, yut, zym

Phase 5 Unit 3
Some new GPCs are introduced in Phase 5 Unit 3. Include words from the following word 
bank only when the child or children you are working with have finished Phase 5 Unit 3.

New GPCs (21): 
• /ai/ - <eigh> (sleigh) <ei> (vein)
• /ee/ - <e> (secret)
• short /oo/ <oul> (could) 
• /or/ - <ore> (tore) <our> (your)
• /ear/ - <eer> (cheer) <ere> (here)
• /air/ <are> (share) 
• /ar/ <al> (calm)
• /tch/ <tch> (batch) 
• /j/ <dge> (edge)
• /m/ <mb> (limb)
• /n/ <kn> (knight) <gn> (gnome)
• /r/ <wr> (write)
• /sh/ <ci> (special) <ssi> (mission) <ti> (notion)
• /s/ <sc> (scent) 
• /v/ <ve> (give)

Simple words (CV, VC, CVC, VCC, CCV): badge, balm, bare, batch, bear, bear, beer, blare, calf, 
calm, care, catch, cheer, chef, chore, comb, core, could, dare, deer, ditch, dodge, dry, dumb, 
edge, eight, fare, fetch, flare, four, fry, fudge, give, glare, gnarl, gnash, gnat, gnaw, gnome, 
half, hare, hatch, hedge, here, hitch, judge, knave, knead, knee, kneel, knew, knife, knight, 
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knit, knock, knot, know, known, lamb, latch, ledge, limb, live, lodge, love, mare, match, mere, 
more, notch, nudge, numb, palm, patch, peer, pitch, pour, rare, rein, ridge, scare, scene, score, 
share, sheer, shore, should, show, sleigh, snare, sneer, snore, snow, sore, spare, sphere, spy, 
stare, sneer, steer, store, tear, thatch, thumb, tore, tour, veer, veil, vein, watch, wear, weave, 
wedge, weigh, weight, witch, would, wrap, wrath, wreak, wreck, wren, wretch, write, writhe, 
wrong, wrote, wry, your
Nonsense words: beigh, bive, bour, dadge, datch, deigh, didge, domb, dudge, falm, fatch, 
feigh, fomb, fumb, gare, gatch, gnam, gnate, gnem, gneme, gnim, gnime, gnom, gnume, 
gnute, gour, heigh, hein, hidge, jare, jatch, jeigh, jomb, jumb, keigh, knep, knip, knop, knup, 
kore, lalm, lomb, nalm, nare, peigh, pidge, pive, pumb, radge, redge, rodge, romb, rudge, 
sare, satch, setch, sitch, sotch, tatch, teigh, tein, vare, vatch, veigh, vomb, vould, vour, vumb, 
wratch, wrete, wrick, wrin, wron, wrop, wrothe, yare, yatch, zare, zeigh, zumb 
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Stage 5: Reading CCVC and 
CVCC words
In Stage 5, we work on decoding and blending VCC, CCVC and CVCC words. Children 
who have only done Phases 2 or 3 in the main SSP programme should not do Stage 5 or 6, 
because CCVC and CVCC words are only introduced in Phase 4.

Lesson Plans

Session 1
 � Essential Pictophone Check: The first essential task at the start of any intervention in 
All Aboard Phonics Plus is to be sure the student can recognise all the pictophones and 
the phonemes they represent from the phases they have done in the main programme. 
You can do this with a stack of flashcards. Any that the student is not sure about should 
be put to one side and practised until they are all familiar. Resources: Pictophone 
Flashcards

 � Go Fish: Children have to fish a trainertext word out from a hat and read it correctly to 
be able to keep it. You can set a timer and add up points. Resources: Trainertext word 
cards

 � Full Circle: Write a word on a whiteboard, then work together with the student(s) to 
change one grapheme until they come back full circle to the original word. Nonsense 
words allowed!

Session 2
 � Moor Up The Boat: Lay out 10 or so trainertext word flashcards. Read out a word and 
ask the children to moor up the boat next to the right word flashcard. Resources: 
Trainertext word cards, boat (toy or printed) 

 � Word Randomiser: Have some consonant graphemes in a hat and some vowels in 
another. Have the children pick out a consonant, then vowel, then consonant and see 
what word it makes. Resources: Selected graphemes, hats

 � Word Mood: Show a trainertext word for the children to read. Ask them to read it in a 
particular voice: sad, happy, angry, scared, excited. Resources: Trainertext word cards

 � Guided Reading: Pick an appropriate decodable book and guide your learner through 
it, helping where necessary.

Session 3
 � Climb The Mast: Show a trainertext word for the children to decode. Once they have 
got it right, they can roll a die and move up the mast. Resources: Climb The Mast Sheet, 
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trainertext word cards, die

 � True or False?: Children read phrases and shout out if it is true or false (i.e. the sun is 
wet). Resources: True or False statements

 � Word Sort: Place 2-3 vowel pictophones on the table and present some word 
flashcards with those sounds in. The children read the word and then sort it under the 
right pictophone. Resources: Pictophone cards, word cards

Session 4
 � Missing Letter: Write out a word with a line to indicate a grapheme is missing. Tell the 
children what word you are trying to build. Can they pick the right sound to complete 
the word and identify the letter/grapheme from the flashcards? Resources: Grapheme 
cards

 � Feed the Sea Monster: Children have a selection of words. They can only feed the 
nonsense words to the sea monster. Resources: Word cards (real and nonsense), sea 
monster image

 � Sound Spotter: Write a phrase on a whiteboard. Have the children decode it, helping 
if needed. Then ask the children, “where is the /x/ sound?” See if they can point to it or 
underline it.

Session 5
 � Word Flip: Get a pack of trainertext word cards. The child reads the plain text first then 
flips to the trainertext for help. Resources: Trainertext word cards

 � Word Whirlpool: Present a sheet with words in a spiral shape. See if the children can 
decode all of the words in succession without making a mistake and having to go back 
to the start. Resources: Whirlpool sheet

 � Word Randomiser: Have some consonant graphemes in a hat and some vowels in 
another. Have the children pick out a consonant, then vowel, then consonant and see 
what word it makes. Resources: Selected graphemes, hats

Daily Reading Session with Phrase Reread
 � Guided Reading: Do a final 5-7 minutes of guided reading with a suitable decodable 
book, focusing on multiple rereads of each phrase of 3-5 words until the phrase is 
fluent, before moving to the next phrase.

Extra activities
 � Pass The Treasure (Groups only): Write the words for today on cards. Put cards in a 
box. Children sit in a circle and pass it around until the music stops. The child holding 
the box picks out a word card and decodes it. Consider giving sticker rewards for each 
word read! Resources: Word cards in a box
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Teaching Notes
 � You can use sound buttons to assist children with the decoding of words in all of the 
activities if it is helpful. Place a dot underneath any single letter graphemes, and a line 
underneath any digraphs or trigraphs. Children can “press” on the sound buttons as 
they say each sound. 

 � When a child struggles to find the right sound (particularly with Phase 5 words, where 
there are multiple sounds for some graphemes), use the Decoding Aid sheet. Here 
you can see the different possible sounds (shown in pictophones) that a grapheme can 
make. This way, the child can try out the different sounds until the word sounds right.

Resources
For Stage 5 you will need:

 � Word cards (make your own using words from the Stage 5 & 6 word bank)

 � Toy boat or cutout

 � Climb The Mast sheet

 � Word Whirlpool sheet

 � Pictophone cards

True/False Sentences
You can use these sentences for the True/False game:

Phase 3 Phase 5
It is good to gloat. A cloud is red.
A bee can sting. A peach pie is sweet.
I will sleep in the light. Boys and girls play. 
I go on the swing. A lie is not true.
A rat will growl. You can stir a star. 
A cat is smooth. You can wipe up a mess. 
It is bright at night. A burp is rude. 
Drop a thing and it will go thud. You can bite a cloud.
A sloth will eat chips. The sun turns green at night.
A bun can melt. You can do flips on a bike. 
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Port 5: Assessment
Have the child read out a list of 20 VCC, CCVC and CVCC words: 10 real and 10 nonsense. 
Use the word bank included in the stage resources to select the 20 words and write them 
on a piece of paper in large, clear letters. We expect the learner to get most of them right or 
have a good go at decoding them.
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Word Bank: Stage 5
CCVC and CVCC words. N.B. You may also use CVC words with a plural s on the end as 
CVCC words (e.g. maps). Such words are not included below.

Start with words from the Phase 4 word bank below. When the child is secure with these 
words you can start to move on to include words from the later lists. 

When moving on to new sections, it is important to check that the child has completed the 
relevant phase in the classroom as new graphemes and GPCs are introduced at each phase.

Phase 4
New Graphemes: s, a, t, p, i, n, m, d, g, o, k, ck, e, u, r, h, b, f, ff, l, ll, ss, j, v, w, x, y, z, qu, sh, ch, 
th, ng, ai, ee, igh, oa, oo, ar, or, ur, ow, oi, ear, air, er

CCVC and CVCC words: back, band, bank, belt, bench, bend, bent, best, black, bled, 
bleed, bless, blight, blip, bliss, bloat, blob, block, bloom, blot, boast, bolt, bond, boost, braid, 
brain, bran, bred, breed, brick, bright, brim, bring, brood, brook, broom, brown, brush, bump, 
bunch, bunk, burnt, burst, camp, chest, chimp, clad, claim, clam, clap, clash, click, cliff, cling, 
clip, cloak, clock, cloth, clown, club, clung, coast, cost, crab, crack, cram, crash, creek, creep, 
croak, crook, crop, cross, crowd, crown, damp, depth, desk, dint, drag, drain, dress, drill, drip, 
drop, drown, dump, dunk, dusk, dust, fact, faint, felt, fend, fifth, filth, fist, flag, flap, flash, flat, 
fled, fleet, flesh, flex, flight, fling, float, flock, floss, fluff, flung, flush, font, Fred, fresh, fret, fright, 
frill, frog, from, froth, frown, gift, glad, glen, gloat, gloom, gloss, golf, grab, grain, Greek, green, 
greet, grim, grin, grip, grit, groan, groom, growl, gulf, gulp, gust, hand, held, help, hint, hunt, 
jest, joint, jolt, jump, junk, just, kept, lamp, land, left, lend, lent, lift, limp, link, list, loft, lost, lump, 
lunch, maths, melt, mend, milk, mint, mist, moist, munch, must, nest, next, paint, pant, pest, 
pinch, pink, plain, plan, plight, plop, plot, pluck, plug, plum, plus, plush, point, pond, press, 
prim, prod, proof, prop, prowl, pump, punch, quaint, quest, quilt, rank, rent, rest, rink, risk, 
roast, rock, rust, saint, sand, sank, scan, scarf, scoop, scoot, scorn, scorch, scowl, self, send, 
sent, shelf, shift, shook, shoot, shrub, shrug, silk, sink, sixth, skill, skim, skin, skull, slab, slam, 
slap, sleek, sleep, sleet, slick, slid, slight, slim, slip, sloth, slug, slung, smart, smash, smell, 
Smith, smug, snack, snail, snap, sniff, snip, snort, snug, soft, Spain, span, spark, speck, sped, 
speech, speed, spell, spin, spit, spoil, spoon, sport, spot, spun, spurt, stack, stag, start, steel, 
steep, sweep, stem, step, stern, stick, stiff, still, sting, stock, stood, stool, stoop, stop, storm, 
stub, stuck, stuff, stung, sunk, swam, sweet, swim, swing, swish, swoop, swung, tank, tend, 
tent, test, text, thank, theft, thing, think, thorn, thrill, throat, throb, thump, tilt, toast, track, trail, 
train, trap, trash, trick, trim, trip, trod, trot, tusk, twig, twin, vent, vest, waist, went, wept, wilt, 
wind, wink

Nonsense words: bairnt, bant, barnt, boint, bont, bornt, brarx, brax, brex, brox, brux, clairp, 
clarp, clep, clerp, cloap, cloip, cloop, clowp, clup, clurp, corst, cust, darst, dast, demp, derst, 
dest, dimp, dist, doist, domp, doomp, dorst, dost, drail, drak, drark, drawl, drazz, dreel, drek, 
drezz, drizz, droal, droik, droil, drok, drook, drork, drowk, drowl, drozz, drurk, durst, fand, 
farnd, filth, flairth, flark, flarth, flarx, flath, fleek, flerk, fleth, floath, floik, floith, flork, florth, florx, 
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floth, flowk, flowth, flox, fluk, flurk, flurx, fluth, foind, fornd, furnd, janx, jasp, jenx, jesp, joast, 
josp, jownt, jusp, plairn, plairth, plarn, plarth, plath, plav, plen, plerth, pleth, plev, pliv, ploan, 
ploath, ploin, ploith, plon, ploon, plooth, plorn, plorth, ploth, plov, plown, plowth, plun, plurn, 
plurn, plurth, pluth, pluv, pluzz, quarnd, quarst, queem, quelp, quind, quoast, quoim, quond, 
quoom, quorm, skiff, smark, smeek, smork, snux, squill, squim, squoll, squom, squox, stairn, 
starn, stoin, stoon, storn, stown, swall, sweff, swezz, swoll, swooff, swull, toost, varnt, vint, 
vont, vornt, vunt, waint, wult, yimp, yomp, yump, zaint, zairnt, zant, zarnt, zent, zoast, zoosp, 
zornt, zosp, zusp

Phase 5 Unit 1
Some new graphemes are introduced in Phase 5 Unit 1. Include words from the following 
word bank only when the child or children you are working with have finished Phase 5 Unit 1.

New Graphemes: ay, ou, ie, ea, oy, ir, ue, aw, wh, ew, oe, au, ey, i_e, o_e, a_e, u_e, e_e, ph

CCVC and CVCC words: beast, bleat, bound, brawl, broach, chirp, clean, close, cloud, clout, 
count, crawl, creak, cream, cried, drape, drawn, dream, dried, feast, first, found, fried, gaunt, 
gleam, glide, glued, haunt, launch, least, mound, mount, phrase, plead, pound, prawn, proud, 
round, shrewd, shroud, skirt, slide, sneak, snout, sound, speak, spied, spout, squeak, squeal, 
squirt, steal, steam, stout, swirl, taunt, treat, tried, troll, trout, tweak, whisk, whoops

Nonsense words: beand, blout, bloyt, boust, boynd, boynt, boyst, clied, dound, dount, dripe, 
drope, drupe, flase, fleap, flose, flound, fluse, frawn, gound, jirch, jound, kaunch, lound, 
lount, phent, philp, phoast, phont, phrewd, phruse, plode, ploud, plude, shreap, skite, skote, 
skound, spound, twawn, twied, twoud, twound, twout, veast, vreak, vried, vroach, whemp, 
whint, wholp, whomp, whosk, yound

Phase 5 Unit 2 
Some new GPCs are introduced in Phase 5 Unit 2. Include words from the following word 
bank only when the child or children you are working with have finished Phase 5 Unit 2.

New GPCs (25): 
• <a> - /ai/ (apron) /o/ (wash) /ar/ (father) /or/ (ball)
• <y> - /ee/ (happy) /i/ (gym) /igh/ (sky)
• <c> - /s/ (cell)
• <ch> - /sh/ chef /k/ scheme
• <ea> - /e/ (head)
• <ear> - /air/ (bear) /er/ (pearl)
• <ey> - /ai/ (hey)
• <g> - /j/ (gel)
• <i> - /igh/ (find)
• <ie> - /ee/ (ponies)
• <o> - /oa/ (both) /u/ (honey)
• <ou> - /oo/ (soup) /oa/ (soul)
• <ow> - /oa/ (bowl)
• <s> - /zh/ - (treasure)
• <u> - short-/oo/ (put) /yoo/ (unit)
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CCVC and CVCC words: bald, bind, blown, bold, brass, bread, breath, brief, cask, chant, 
child, class, cold, daft, dealt, dread, fast, field, find, flown, fold, gasp, gent, glass, gold, grace, 
grass, grief, group, grown, growth, health, hold, host, kind, last, leapt, learnt, mask, meant, 
mild, mind, month, most, mould, past, pint, place, post, price, raft, rind, scheme, school, shaft, 
shield, shriek, slice, small, sold, space, squad, stage, stall, swan, swap, sweat, task, thread, 
threat, thrown, told, trace, tread, twice, vast, waft, wand, want, wasp, wealth, wild, wound, 
yield

Nonsense words: blace, blice, brearl, clice, dald, dealth, dind, flace, gaft, gelt, gread, hald, 
jald, jasp, jealth, jield, jind, jold, lound, mald, neapt, nind, nint, nold, pald, pask, peant, plass, 
plown, plown, pold, spage, squap, srown, swace, swall, swead, swiek, swown, thrief, thriek, 
thrield, trass, triek, trown, vald, vasp, vealth, vield, vild, vould, vread, vriek, vrown, zind, zold      

Phase 5 Unit 3
Some new GPCs are introduced in Phase 5 Unit 3. Include words from the following word 
bank only when the child or children you are working with have finished Phase 5 Unit 3.

New GPCs (21): 
• /ai/ - <eigh> (sleigh) <ei> (vein)
• /ee/ - <e> (secret)
• short /oo/ <oul> (could) 
• /or/ - <ore> (tore) <our> (your)
• /ear/ - <eer> (cheer) <ere> (here)
• /air/ <are> (share) 
• /ar/ <al> (calm)
• /tch/ <tch> (batch) 
• /j/ <dge> (edge)
•  /m/ <mb> (limb)
• /n/ <kn> (knight) <gn> (gnome)
• /r/ <wr> (write)
• /sh/ <ci> (special) <ssi> (mission) <ti> (notion)
• /s/ <sc> (scent) 
• /v/ <ve> (give)

CCVC and CVCC words: blotch, bridge, climb, clutch, crumb, crutch, dredge, glitch, grieve, 
grudge, freight, pledge, plumb, scent, sketch, sledge, sleeve, sludge, smudge, snatch, stitch, 
switch, trudge, twitch, wrench, wrist

Nonsense words: blimb, blitch, blutch, bredge, brodge, cratch, crimb, critch, drieve, glotch, 
gridge, grodge, plieve, shreight, stotch, tridge, trumb, twotch, vledge, vrieve, wrant, wrast, 
wreng, wrinch, wronch, wrost, wrunch
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Stage 6: Spelling CCVC and 
CVCC words
Stage 6 focuses on spelling VCC, CCVC and CVCC words. We recommend bringing some 
writing practice into sessions too. Writing prompts are provided for this purpose.

Children who have only done Phases 2 or 3 in the main SSP programme should not do Stage 
5 or 6, because CCVC and CVCC words are only introduced in Phase 4.

Lesson Plans
We recommend you keep these sessions to 10-15 minutes.

Session 1
 � Word Breaker: Take it in turns to say a word, break it into its sounds and put it back 
together. Then ask the child to write out the graphemes for each sound, in order to 
spell the word.

 � Word Builder: Lay out 10 grapheme cards. Work together to create as many different 
words with those graphemes as possible. Resources: Grapheme cards

 � Phoneme Frame: Ask the child to draw four boxes for the letters in a CCVC or CVCC 
word. Say a word from the word bank and ask the child to segment it. Ask them to 
choose the grapheme for each sound and write it in the phoneme boxes. Use the 
graphemes practised in Word Builder.

Session 2
 � Grapheme Match: A CCVC/CVCC word is written out in pictophone cards. The 
children have to place (or write) the right letters beneath the pictophones. Resources: 
Pictophone cards, grapheme cards 

 � Climb The Mast: Read out a word for the children to write out. Once they have got it 
right, they can roll a die and move up the mast. Resources: Climb The Mast sheet, a die

 � Word Play: Students spell out a word of their choice using grapheme flashcards. Then 
they switch out one grapheme for a new one to see if they can make another word. 
Resources: Grapheme cards

Session 3
 � Missing Letter: Write out a CCVC/CVCC word with a line to indicate a grapheme is 
missing. Tell the children what word you are trying to build. Can they pick the right 
sound to complete the word and identify the letter/grapheme from the flashcards? 
Resources: Grapheme cards
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 � Word Breaker: Take it in turns to say a word, break it into its sounds and put it back 
together. Then ask the child to write out the graphemes for each sound, in order to 
spell the word.

 � Letter to an Alien: Dictate a series of CCVC/CVCC nonsense words for the children to 
write out in a nonsense sentence. Then see if they can read it back to you. 

Session 4
 � Post-It Spy: Give the children post-it notes and present some object cards to them. 
Ask them to write the object’s name on the post-it note and stick it on the object card. 
Resources: Post-it notes, object cards

 � Sound Swap: Create a CVC word with grapheme cards. Then say a new word which 
only needs one grapheme changed. Keep saying new words with one grapheme 
change each time. Resources: Grapheme cards

 � Word Builder: Lay out 10 grapheme cards. Work together to create as many different 
words with those graphemes as possible. Resources: Grapheme cards

Session 5
 � Find, Build & Write: Give the children an All Aboard Phonics decodable that matches 
their current phase. Pick a word, ask them to find it in the text, then build it with 
grapheme cards, then write it. Resources: Decodable books, grapheme cards 

 � Climb The Mast: Read out a word for the children to write out. Once they have got it 
right, they can roll a die and move up the mast. Resources: Climb The Mast sheet

 � Sentence Builder: Write out 10 CCVC and CVCC words and ask the learner to write a 
sentence or story including some of the words. They can add other words too.

Daily Writing Session
 � Writing Practice: Do a final 5-7 minutes of writing practice, using the writing prompts 
provided for inspiration. The children can use the Spelling Aid to help. The main aim 
of this activity is to build their writing confidence, so give them lots of praise and 
encouragement.

Teaching Notes
 � Children who are in Phase 5 of the main SSP programme are dealing with multiple 
GPCs. You should use the Spelling Aid resource to help a child land on the right 
spelling for words. This encourages them to think first about the sound and then 
review the possible ways of writing it. If the Spelling Aid is needed to work out the right 
spelling, then we recommend they copy that word into a spelling diary three times, to 
build familiarity with it.
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Writing Practice Prompts
 � If you had a superhero power, what would it be? Why?

 � If you could have any animal in the world for a pet, what would you pick? Why?

 � What is the coolest sport in the world, in your opinion and why?

 � Finish this paragraph: “One hot night in the desert, a beetle named Greegor wearing a 
party hat scurried home, where he found...”

 � What would you write in a thank-you note to a friend who gave you garlic-flavored 
chewing gum as a joke?

 � What are your top three tips for how to make friends?

 � If you had a million pounds, what would you do with it?

 � Who is your hero and why?

 � Where would you go if you could fly?

 � If you could banish one food forever, what would it be and why?

 � How would you describe yourself, in four sentences?

 � What is your favourite thing to do with your family?

 � If you opened a restaurant, what would you call it and what kind of food would you 
serve?

 � What do you think you want to be when you grow up? Why?

 � Do you think a kangaroo would make a good pet? Why or why not?

 � What would your ideal world be like and where would it be?

 � What is the most important item you own in the world and why?

 � Finish this paragraph: ‘The day I found out my mum was a spy, I....’

 � If you had a Harry Potter cloak of invisibility who would you use it to help and how?

 � Describe your ideal birthday party.
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Resources
For Stage 6, you will need:

 � Grapheme cards

 � Climb The Mast sheet

 � Pictophone cards

 � Decodable books

 � Spelling Aid

Port 6: Assessment
Give the child a mini whiteboard and read out 10 VCC, CCVC and CVCC words for them to 
write. Choose words from the word bank in the stage resources. We expect the learner to 
get at least half of them correct in order to go on to the next stage.
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Word Bank: Stage 6
CCVC and CVCC words. N.B. You may also use CVC words with a plural s on the end as 
CVCC words (e.g. maps). Such words are not included below.

Start with words from the Phase 4 word bank below. When the child is secure with these 
words you can start to move on to include words from the later lists. 

When moving on to new sections, it is important to check that the child has completed the 
relevant phase in the classroom as new graphemes and GPCs are introduced at each phase.

Phase 4
New Graphemes: s, a, t, p, i, n, m, d, g, o, k, ck, e, u, r, h, b, f, ff, l, ll, ss, j, v, w, x, y, z, qu, sh, ch, 
th, ng, ai, ee, igh, oa, oo, ar, or, ur, ow, oi, ear, air, er

CCVC and CVCC words: back, band, bank, belt, bench, bend, bent, best, black, bled, 
bleed, bless, blight, blip, bliss, bloat, blob, block, bloom, blot, boast, bolt, bond, boost, braid, 
brain, bran, bred, breed, brick, bright, brim, bring, brood, brook, broom, brown, brush, bump, 
bunch, bunk, burnt, burst, camp, chest, chimp, clad, claim, clam, clap, clash, click, cliff, cling, 
clip, cloak, clock, cloth, clown, club, clung, coast, cost, crab, crack, cram, crash, creek, creep, 
croak, crook, crop, cross, crowd, crown, damp, depth, desk, dint, drag, drain, dress, drill, drip, 
drop, drown, dump, dunk, dusk, dust, fact, faint, felt, fend, fifth, filth, fist, flag, flap, flash, flat, 
fled, fleet, flesh, flex, flight, fling, float, flock, floss, fluff, flung, flush, font, Fred, fresh, fret, fright, 
frill, frog, from, froth, frown, gift, glad, glen, gloat, gloom, gloss, golf, grab, grain, Greek, green, 
greet, grim, grin, grip, grit, groan, groom, growl, gulf, gulp, gust, hand, held, help, hint, hunt, 
jest, joint, jolt, jump, junk, just, kept, lamp, land, left, lend, lent, lift, limp, link, list, loft, lost, lump, 
lunch, maths, melt, mend, milk, mint, mist, moist, munch, must, nest, next, paint, pant, pest, 
pinch, pink, plain, plan, plight, plop, plot, pluck, plug, plum, plus, plush, point, pond, press, 
prim, prod, proof, prop, prowl, pump, punch, quaint, quest, quilt, rank, rent, rest, rink, risk, 
roast, rock, rust, saint, sand, sank, scan, scarf, scoop, scoot, scorn, scorch, scowl, self, send, 
sent, shelf, shift, shook, shoot, shrub, shrug, silk, sink, sixth, skill, skim, skin, skull, slab, slam, 
slap, sleek, sleep, sleet, slick, slid, slight, slim, slip, sloth, slug, slung, smart, smash, smell, 
Smith, smug, snack, snail, snap, sniff, snip, snort, snug, soft, Spain, span, spark, speck, sped, 
speech, speed, spell, spin, spit, spoil, spoon, sport, spot, spun, spurt, stack, stag, start, steel, 
steep, sweep, stem, step, stern, stick, stiff, still, sting, stock, stood, stool, stoop, stop, storm, 
stub, stuck, stuff, stung, sunk, swam, sweet, swim, swing, swish, swoop, swung, tank, tend, 
tent, test, text, thank, theft, thing, think, thorn, thrill, throat, throb, thump, tilt, toast, track, trail, 
train, trap, trash, trick, trim, trip, trod, trot, tusk, twig, twin, vent, vest, waist, went, wept, wilt, 
wind, wink

Nonsense words: bairnt, bant, barnt, boint, bont, bornt, brarx, brax, brex, brox, brux, clairp, 
clarp, clep, clerp, cloap, cloip, cloop, clowp, clup, clurp, corst, cust, darst, dast, demp, derst, 
dest, dimp, dist, doist, domp, doomp, dorst, dost, drail, drak, drark, drawl, drazz, dreel, drek, 
drezz, drizz, droal, droik, droil, drok, drook, drork, drowk, drowl, drozz, drurk, durst, fand, 
farnd, filth, flairth, flark, flarth, flarx, flath, fleek, flerk, fleth, floath, floik, floith, flork, florth, florx, 
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floth, flowk, flowth, flox, fluk, flurk, flurx, fluth, foind, fornd, furnd, janx, jasp, jenx, jesp, joast, 
josp, jownt, jusp, plairn, plairth, plarn, plarth, plath, plav, plen, plerth, pleth, plev, pliv, ploan, 
ploath, ploin, ploith, plon, ploon, plooth, plorn, plorth, ploth, plov, plown, plowth, plun, plurn, 
plurn, plurth, pluth, pluv, pluzz, quarnd, quarst, queem, quelp, quind, quoast, quoim, quond, 
quoom, quorm, skiff, smark, smeek, smork, snux, squill, squim, squoll, squom, squox, stairn, 
starn, stoin, stoon, storn, stown, swall, sweff, swezz, swoll, swooff, swull, toost, varnt, vint, 
vont, vornt, vunt, waint, wult, yimp, yomp, yump, zaint, zairnt, zant, zarnt, zent, zoast, zoosp, 
zornt, zosp, zusp

Phase 5 Unit 1
Some new graphemes are introduced in Phase 5 Unit 1. Include words from the following 
word bank only when the child or children you are working with have finished Phase 5 Unit 1.

New Graphemes: ay, ou, ie, ea, oy, ir, ue, aw, wh, ew, oe, au, ey, i_e, o_e, a_e, u_e, e_e, ph

CCVC and CVCC words: beast, bleat, bound, brawl, broach, chirp, clean, close, cloud, clout, 
count, crawl, creak, cream, cried, drape, drawn, dream, dried, feast, first, found, fried, gaunt, 
gleam, glide, glued, haunt, launch, least, mound, mount, phrase, plead, pound, prawn, proud, 
round, shrewd, shroud, skirt, slide, sneak, snout, sound, speak, spied, spout, squeak, squeal, 
squirt, steal, steam, stout, swirl, taunt, treat, tried, troll, trout, tweak, whisk, whoops

Nonsense words: beand, blout, bloyt, boust, boynd, boynt, boyst, clied, dound, dount, dripe, 
drope, drupe, flase, fleap, flose, flound, fluse, frawn, gound, jirch, jound, kaunch, lound, 
lount, phent, philp, phoast, phont, phrewd, phruse, plode, ploud, plude, shreap, skite, skote, 
skound, spound, twawn, twied, twoud, twound, twout, veast, vreak, vried, vroach, whemp, 
whint, wholp, whomp, whosk, yound

Phase 5 Unit 2 
Some new GPCs are introduced in Phase 5 Unit 2. Include words from the following word 
bank only when the child or children you are working with have finished Phase 5 Unit 2.

New GPCs (25): 
• <a> - /ai/ (apron) /o/ (wash) /ar/ (father) /or/ (ball)
• <y> - /ee/ (happy) /i/ (gym) /igh/ (sky)
• <c> - /s/ (cell)
• <ch> - /sh/ chef /k/ scheme
• <ea> - /e/ (head)
• <ear> - /air/ (bear) /er/ (pearl)
• <ey> - /ai/ (hey)
• <g> - /j/ (gel)
• <i> - /igh/ (find)
• <ie> - /ee/ (ponies)
• <o> - /oa/ (both) /u/ (honey)
• <ou> - /oo/ (soup) /oa/ (soul)
• <ow> - /oa/ (bowl)
• <s> - /zh/ - (treasure)
• <u> - short-/oo/ (put) /yoo/ (unit)
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CCVC and CVCC words: bald, bind, blown, bold, brass, bread, breath, brief, cask, chant, 
child, class, cold, daft, dealt, dread, fast, field, find, flown, fold, gasp, gent, glass, gold, grace, 
grass, grief, group, grown, growth, health, hold, host, kind, last, leapt, learnt, mask, meant, 
mild, mind, month, most, mould, past, pint, place, post, price, raft, rind, scheme, school, shaft, 
shield, shriek, slice, small, sold, space, squad, stage, stall, swan, swap, sweat, task, thread, 
threat, thrown, told, trace, tread, twice, vast, waft, wand, want, wasp, wealth, wild, wound, 
yield

Nonsense words: blace, blice, brearl, clice, dald, dealth, dind, flace, gaft, gelt, gread, hald, 
jald, jasp, jealth, jield, jind, jold, lound, mald, neapt, nind, nint, nold, pald, pask, peant, plass, 
plown, plown, pold, spage, squap, srown, swace, swall, swead, swiek, swown, thrief, thriek, 
thrield, trass, triek, trown, vald, vasp, vealth, vield, vild, vould, vread, vriek, vrown, zind, zold      

Phase 5 Unit 3
Some new GPCs are introduced in Phase 5 Unit 3. Include words from the following word 
bank only when the child or children you are working with have finished Phase 5 Unit 3.

New GPCs (21): 
• /ai/ - <eigh> (sleigh) <ei> (vein)
• /ee/ - <e> (secret)
• short /oo/ <oul> (could) 
• /or/ - <ore> (tore) <our> (your)
• /ear/ - <eer> (cheer) <ere> (here)
• /air/ <are> (share) 
• /ar/ <al> (calm)
• /tch/ <tch> (batch) 
• /j/ <dge> (edge)
•  /m/ <mb> (limb)
• /n/ <kn> (knight) <gn> (gnome)
• /r/ <wr> (write)
• /sh/ <ci> (special) <ssi> (mission) <ti> (notion)
• /s/ <sc> (scent) 
• /v/ <ve> (give)

CCVC and CVCC words: blotch, bridge, climb, clutch, crumb, crutch, dredge, glitch, grieve, 
grudge, freight, pledge, plumb, scent, sketch, sledge, sleeve, sludge, smudge, snatch, stitch, 
switch, trudge, twitch, wrench, wrist

Nonsense words: blimb, blitch, blutch, bredge, brodge, cratch, crimb, critch, drieve, glotch, 
gridge, grodge, plieve, shreight, stotch, tridge, trumb, twotch, vledge, vrieve, wrant, wrast, 
wreng, wrinch, wronch, wrost, wrunch
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Stage 7: Reading complex 
words (CCVCC, CCCVC, 
CCCVCC, two-syllable)
Children who are in the later stages of Phase 5 (Unit 2 or beyond) are now dealing with the 
much harder prospect of decoding words which do not follow a straightforward 1:1 relationship 
between grapheme and phoneme. As a result, you should not be surprised if you need to 
redo this stage a few times with these children! We have provided some extra activities in 
case you wish to add some more variety.

We recommend a set-for-variability approach when tackling these kinds of words. When 
a child is struggling, recognise that the word is hard and encourage them to consider the 
different sounds that the grapheme might make. Use sound buttons to highlight whether they 
are dealing with a single letter, digraph, or split digraph. You can show them the possible 
sounds for the grapheme using the decoding aid sheet and ask them to try out the different 
sounds.

Children who have only done Phases 2, 3 and 4 in the main SSP programme should not do 
Stage 7 or 8, because complex word structures are only introduced in Phase 5.

Lesson Plans

Session 1
 � Essential Pictophone Check: The first essential task at the start of any intervention in 
All Aboard Phonics Plus is to be sure the student can recognise all the pictophones and 
the phonemes they represent from the phases they have done in the main programme. 
You can do this with a stack of flashcards. Any that the student is not sure about should 
be put to one side and practised until they are all familiar. Resources: Pictophone 
Flashcards

 � Go Fish: Children have to fish a word out from a hat and read it correctly to be able to 
keep it. You can set a timer and add up points. Resources: Word cards (make your own 
using words from the Stage 7 word bank)

 � Full Circle: Write a word on a whiteboard, then work together with the student(s) to 
change one grapheme until they come back full circle to the original word. Nonsense 
words allowed!

Session 2
 � Snakes and Ladders: Children have a snakes and ladders grid. Before rolling the dice 
they must pull a word from a hat and read it correctly. Alternatively, assign a word to 
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each number on the board. Resources: Snakes and Ladders grid, bank of words

 � Word Mood: Show a word for the children to read. Ask them to read it in a particular 
voice: sad, happy, angry, scared, excited. Resources: Words from Stage 7 word bank

 � Moor Up The Boat: Lay out 10 or so trainertext word flashcards. Read out a word and 
ask the children to moor up the boat next to the right word flashcard. Resources: 
Trainertext word cards, boat (toy or printed)

Session 3
 � Climb The Mast: Show a trainertext word for the children to decode. Once they have 
got it right, they can roll a die and move up the mast. Resources: Climb The Mast sheet, 
trainertext word cards, die

 � True or False?: Children read phrases and shout out if it is true or false. Resources: 
True or False statements

 � Word Sort: Place 2-3 vowel pictophones on the table and present some word 
flashcards with those sounds in. The children read the word and then sort it under the 
right pictophone. Resources: Pictophone cards, word cards

Session 4
 � Missing Letter: Write out a complex word with a line to indicate a grapheme is missing. 
Tell the children what word you are trying to build. Can they pick the right sound to 
complete the word and identify the letter/grapheme from the flashcards? Resources: 
Grapheme cards

 � Feed the Sea Monster: Children have a selection of words. They can only feed the 
nonsense words to the sea monster. Resources: Word cards (real and nonsense), Sea 
Monster image

 � Sound Spotter: Write a phrase on a whiteboard. Have the children decode it, helping if 
needed. Then ask the children,  “where is the /x/ sound?” See if they can point to it or 
underline it.

Session 5
 � Word Whirlpool: Present a sheet with words in a spiral shape. See if the children can 
decode all of the words in succession without making a mistake and having to go back 
to the start. Resources: Whirlpool sheet

 � Word Randomiser: Have some consonant graphemes in a hat and some vowels in 
another. Have the children pick out a consonant, then vowel, then consonant and see 
what word it makes. Resources: Selected graphemes, hats

 � Snakes and Ladders: Children have a snakes and ladders grid. Before rolling the dice 
they must pull a word from a hat and read it correctly. Alternatively, assign a word to 
each number on the board. Resources: Snakes and Ladders grid, bank of words
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Daily Reading Session with Phrase Reread
 � Guided Reading: Do a final 5-7 minutes of guided reading with a suitable decodable 
book, focusing on multiple rereads of each phrase of 3-5 words until the phrase is 
fluent, before moving to the next phrase.

Extra activities
 � Pass The Treasure (Groups only): Write the words for today on cards. Put cards in a 
box. Children sit in a circle and pass it around until the music stops. The child holding 
the box picks out a word card and decodes it. Consider giving sticker rewards for each 
word read! Resources: Word cards in a box

 � Sorting Cap (Phase 5.2 or later only): Write a word on the board and put the 
pictophones for the vowel sound into a hat. Pick a child to reach in and select a sound 
to test in the word. Work together to see if the sound makes sense for the word or not. 
Resources: Pictophone cards

Teaching Notes
 � You can use sound buttons to assist children with the decoding of words in all of the 
activities if it is helpful. Place a dot underneath any single letter graphemes, and a line 
underneath any digraphs or trigraphs. Children can “press” on the sound buttons as 
they say each sound. 

 � When a child struggles to find the right sound (particularly with Phase 5 words, where 
there are multiple sounds for some graphemes), use the Decoding Aid sheet. Here 
you can see the different possible sounds (shown in pictophones) that a grapheme can 
make. This way, the child can try out the different sounds until the word sounds right.

Resources
For Stage 7 you will need: 

 � Word cards (make your own using words from the Stage 7 & 8 word bank)

 � Toy boat or cutout

 � Climb The Mast sheet

 � Word Whirlpool sheet

 � Pictophone cards

 � Snakes and Ladders board
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True/False Sentences
You can use these sentences for the True/False game:

Phase 5
A fork is good for a drink.
Stay away from poison.
You can draw with a crayon.
A donkey says oink. 
A turkey can speak. 
Phonics can be fun!
A king rules a kingdom.
I like to eat prunes.
Running makes you strong.
You wake up in the morning.

Port 7: Assessment
Have the child read out a list of 20 words with more complex word structures (CCVCC, 
CCCVC, CCCVCC, two-syllable words): 10 real and 10 nonsense. Use the word bank included 
in the stage resources to select the 20 words and write them on a piece of paper in large, 
clear letters. We expect the learner to get most of them right or have a good go at decoding 
them.
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Word Bank: Stage 7
Complex word structures: e.g. CCVCC, CCCVC, CCCVCC, two syllable words

Start with words from the Phase 4 word bank below. When the child is secure with these 
words you can start to move on to include words from the later lists. 

When moving on to new sections, it is important to check that the child has completed the 
relevant phase in the classroom as new graphemes and GPCs are introduced at each phase.

Phase 4
New Graphemes: s, a, t, p, i, n, m, d, g, o, k, ck, e, u, r, h, b, f, ff, l, ll, ss, j, v, w, x, y, z, qu, sh, ch, 
th, ng, ai, ee, igh, oa, oo, ar, or, ur, ow, oi, ear, air, e

Complex word structures (e.g. CCVCC, CCCVC, CCCVCC): bland, blank, blend, blink, 
block, blond, blunt, brand, brink, brisk, brunt, clamp, clench, clump, crank, crept, crest, crisp, 
crunch, crust, drank, drift, drink, drunk, dwelt, flank, flinch, flint, Frank, french, frost, grand, 
grunt, length, midst, plank, plump, print, scrap, screech, script, scrub, scrum, shrank, shrimp, 
shrink, shrunk, skunk, slept, slump, smelt, spend, spent, splash, split, splosh, sprain, sprang, 
spring, sprint, sprung, squelch, stamp, stand, stink, stomp, strand, strap, stress, strict, string, 
strip, strong, struck, strung, stump, stunk, swept, swift, thanks, thrust, tramp, trunk, trust, twist

Two-syllable words: adult, afraid, airlift, airport, allow, along, amber, anger, apart, arctic, 
armchair, artist, asleep, backpack, balloon, bamboo, bedbug, bedroom, began, begin, 
begun, belong, boiler, border, bother, British, bucket, burger, butler, cabin, cactus, canter, 
carpet, chapter, cherish, churchyard, classic, clever, cluster, cobweb, coffee, Colin, collect, 
comic, confess, corner, cornet, cowpat, cracker, credit, cricket, critic, darkness, differ, discuss, 
disturb, downhill, dragon, endless, enter, expect, explain, exploit, farmer, farmyard, fearful, 
fifteen, filter, finger, finish, flicker, flower, fluster, foolish, forest, forget, fortnight, furnish, garlic, 
gather, glower, goblin, gossip, habit, haircut, hamper, herself, higher, hilltop, hunter, igloo, 
impact, impress, inform, insect, insist, intact, intend, invest, keeper, killer, lemon, limit, linger, 
liquid, lobster, locker, madness, member, mentor, midair, mimic, mimics, mister, modern, 
monster, moonlight, murder, number, object, orbit, order, Oxford, packet, padlock, painful, 
pamper, panic, Paris, partner, Patrick, perfect, perhaps, perplex, picnic, pocket, polish, ponder, 
popcorn, powder, proper, punish, quiver, rapid, record, relax, Robert, robin, rooster, rucksack, 
Russell, rustic, sadness, satin, scooter, selfish, shelter, shiver, shortcut, shower, silver, singer, 
sister, sixteen, slender, slither, solid, sonic, Spanish, spirit, stronger, suffer, sundown, sunset, 
sweeter, talent, target, tearful, temper, tender, thunder, Tibet, ticket, timber, timid, tinfoil, toffee, 
topic, torchlight, toxic, trailer, trainer, tumbler, turnip, under, undress, unfair, unload, unpack, 
unrest, unseen, until, upright, upset, victim, vivid, vomit, weekend, wicker, winter, wither, within

Nonsense complex words: bidst, blant, blenk, blent, blick, blint, blonk, blont, bluck, blund, 
blunk, brank, brank, brask, brend, brenk, bresk, brond, bronk, brosk, brunk, brusk, clemp, 
climp, clonch, cranch, crasp, crast, crench, crenk, cresp, crinch, crink, cronk, crosp, crunk, 
crusp, drenk, drinch, droft, dronk, dronk, dwilt, dwolt, flanch, flant, flench, flenk, flent, flink, 
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flonch, flonk, flont, flunch, flunt, franch, frest, frinch, frink, frist, fronch, fronk, frunch, frunk, frust, 
grend, grent, grond, gront, grunt, langth, lingth, longth, plamp, plemp, plenk, plink, plunk, 
plust, prent, prunt, screb, screch, screp, scrich, scright, scrip, scroch, scrop, scropt, scrup, 
scrupt, smolt, splush, sprilk, sprong, squilch, stemp, stenk, strack, stramp, strind, strup, swent, 
swint, tength, thrist, trank, tremp, trept, trink, twost, vwelt

Nonsense two-syllable words: airpit, boider, bonbin, brucker, carnet, chinpit, dearnord, 
dimpit, dracker, dracker, drigon, florten, foining, Garlock, giffgill, harling, hartner, hibhob, 
infarm, joiler, jooing, jurling, kearing, mooster, nabit, nucker, opset, owchet, padpod, pomper, 
poolish, quishing, rinjar, rostic, rowder, samper, shellock, tocket, tolent, tomber, tomid, towder, 
vadness, vimit, voiler, vorest, vurger

Phase 5 Unit 1
Some new graphemes are introduced in Phase 5 Unit 1. Include words from the following 
word bank only when the child or children you are working with have finished Phase 5 Unit 1.

New Graphemes: ay, ou, ie, ea, oy, ir, ue, aw, wh, ew, oe, au, ey, i_e, o_e, a_e, u_e, e_e, ph

Complex word structures (e.g. CCVCC, CCCVC, CCCVCC): ground, scrape, scrawl, scream, 
screw, sprawl, spray, sprout, streak, stream

Two-syllable words: alley, aloud, amount, Andrew, archway, argue, around, August, author, 
away, beaver, birdseed, birthday, birthright, bluebell, bluebird, bookcase, chimney, counter, 
cowboy, curfew, curtsey, daydream, daylight, dismay, display, disuse, divide, dolphin, donkey, 
dreamer, eager, enjoy, essay, excuse, explode, extreme, graphic, haystack, highway, hockey, 
inside, invite, jigsaw, jockey, joyful, keypad, kidney, lawful, layer, leader, lookout, midday, 
mouthful, necktie, outburst, outer, outfit, oyster, parsley, peacock, peanut, phonics, polite, 
railway, reader, rescue, salute, seafood, seasick, seaweed, seesaw, stairway, Sunday, 
teacher, teapot, thirteen, thirteenth, tiptoe, tomboy, trolley, turkey, unleash, valley, value, 
venue, whether, whimper, whisper, whither, withdraw, withdrew, without, mislead

Nonsense complex words: bloast, bloust, brump, clesp, floast, graint, grund, prunt, scring, 
scrirl, scrish, scrix, scruz, snamp, snist, splam, splew, splick, spling, splix, splog, splone, sploz, 
spraw, spright, stimp, strack, strea, streaf, strid, strig, strigh, strosh, stroth, stround, strult, strux, 
swimp, trinx, twest

Nonsense two-syllable words: bidney, bisuse, blaying, bouter, brikey, drockey, firlish, 
fouder, ganue, gauling, gleader, houtend, koying, palley, payster, phatting, pirdshot, plewing, 
plewster, plockey, rentoy, stooney, tawful, varsley, veacher, veanot, virdband, vismay, 
vraystack, vriptoe, vrockey, whending, whented, vayer, gleader, pighway

Phase 5 Unit 2
Some new GPCs are introduced in Phase 5 Unit 2. Include words from the following word 
bank only when the child or children you are working with have finished Phase 5 Unit 2.
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New GPCs (25): 
• <a> - /ai/ (apron) /o/ (wash) /ar/ (father) /or/ (ball)
• <y> - /ee/ (happy) /i/ (gym) /igh/ (sky)
• <c> - /s/ (cell)
• <ch> - /sh/ chef /k/ scheme
• <ea> - /e/ (head)
• <ear> - /air/ (bear) /er/ (pearl)
• <ey> - /ai/ (hey)
• <g> - /j/ (gel)
• <i> - /igh/ (find)
• <ie> - /ee/ (ponies)
• <o> - /oa/ (both) /u/ (honey)
• <ou> - /oo/ (soup) /oa/ (soul)
• <ow> - /oa/ (bowl)
• <s> - /zh/ - (treasure)
• <u> - short-/oo/ (put) /yoo/ (unit)

Complex word structures (e.g. CCVCC, CCCVC, CCCVCC): blast, blind, branch, breast, 
clasp, draft, dreamt, flask, front, grant, grasp, grind, plant, priest, scold, scroll, spread, spruce, 
swamp, whilst

Two-syllable words: acid, acorn, after, agent, ahead, airflow, ally, almost, among, amongst, 
angry, apply, apron, arrow, baby, baddie, badly, baker, barrow, baseball, basic, bathroom, 
bathtub, beastly, belly, below, Billy, body, boldly, bonus, bony, borrow, boulder, Bradley, 
briefly, brightly, brother, bully, bumpy, burrow, bushy, candy, chamber, chaos, Charlie, cheaply, 
cheeky, chemist, chiffon, childish, chilly, chorus, chunky, circus, city, clearly, closely, clover, 
colder, comfy, conceal, concert, convey, cookie, copy, cosy, cover, crazy, creepy, crispy, 
crocus, crossly, crusty, curly, daily, dainty, dairy, danger, deadlock, deadly, dearly, deeply, 
dewy, digest, digits, dimly, dirty, disown, divert, dolly, dreamy, driver, duly, dusky, dusty, 
duty, early, elbow, empty, entry, envy, faintly, fairly, fancy, feather, feebly, fellow, fifty, filthy, 
firmly, flatly, fluffy, foamy, focus, follow, football, footfall, footpath, forty, freshly, Friday, frilly, 
frosty, fully, funky, fussy, gently, ginger, gladly, gloomy, glossy, grassy, greasy, greedy, grimly, 
grumpy, hairy, hallway, handy, hankie, hardly, hasty, headlong, headway, healthy, heaven, 
heavy, Henry, highly, hollow, holly, holy, honey, hotel, humid, hungry, icy, inmost, instead, 
issue, ivy, Jason, jaunty, jelly, jerky, jiffy, jolly, July, jumpy, Katie, kindly, lacy, lady, larger, later, 
laundry, lazy, leafy, leather, lengthy, lightly, lily, logo, lolly, London, loudly, lower, lucky, Lucy, 
lumpy, mainly, maker, manger, matron, meadow, meaty, meekly, mellow, messy, mighty, mildly, 
minus, misty, Monday, money, monkey, moody, mossy, mostly, mother, mucky, mushy, musty, 
Nancy, narrow, nasty, navy, nearly, neatly, newly, nicely, nightly, nothing, obey, oblige, oily, 
older, only, other, outgrow, over, paper, parcel, partly, party, pathway, Percy, photo, pillow, 
pilot, pity, pixie, placid, plainly, plenty, pony, prickly, proceed, process, produce, proudly, puffy, 
puny, quickly, quiet, rainbow, rainy, rampage, rancid, rather, ready, refuge, reply, rider, risky, 
robot, robust, rocky, ruby, rusty, sadly, safer, Sally, salty, sandy, saucer, schedule, scrawny, 
shadow, shady, shaker, shaky, shallow, sharply, shiny, shoulder, showman, shyly, silent, 
silky, silly, simply, sixty, sleepy, slightly, slimy, slower, slowly, slyly, smartly, smelly, smoothly, 
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smother, smoulder, sneaky, snowball, snowdrop, snowfall, snowman, snowy, softly, sorrow, 
soulful, sparrow, speedy, spicy, spider, spiky, spooky, squeezy, steady, steeply, sternly, sticky, 
stoutly, study, stupid, sulky, surly, survey, swallow, sweetly, system, tasty, telly, thirsty, thirty, 
thrifty, tidy, tiger, tightly, tiny, tragic, tricky, triumph, truly, tunic, twenty, twilight, typhoon, ugly, 
unheard, unknown, vastly, very, wander, washtub, wavy, wealthy, weary, weather, weekly, 
Wendy, wider, widow, willow, window, windy, wintry, wispy, woolly, yellow, zombie

Nonsense words: bliest, braft, brant, breamt, briest, brind, glant, gliest, plask, plasp, plast, 
scread, scread, scruce, sprew, sproll, sproll, traft, traft, trasp, triest, trilst, vranch, vrasp, vread, 
vrold

Nonsense two-syllable words: bater, bilot, gorrow, parrow, priumph, rutball, scarrow, spricy, 
taucer, tinmost, trarrow, trelbow, trillow, trorrow, trowdrop, vacy, varrow, villow, voney, vosy, 
vrainy, vreadlong, vrider, vrimly, vrocus, vroomy, vurrow

Phase 5 Unit 3
Some new GPCs are introduced in Phase 5 Unit 3. Include words from the following word 
bank only when the child or children you are working with have finished Phase 5 Unit 3.

New GPCs (21): 
• /ai/ - <eigh> (sleigh) <ei> (vein)
• /ee/ - <e> (secret)
• short /oo/ <oul> (could) 
• /or/ - <ore> (tore) <our> (your)
• /ear/ - <eer> (cheer) <ere> (here)
• /air/ <are> (share) 
• /ar/ <al> (calm)
• /tch/ <tch> (batch) 
• /j/ <dge> (edge)
•  /m/ <mb> (limb)
• /n/ <kn> (knight) <gn> (gnome)
• /r/ <wr> (write)
• /sh/ <ci> (special) <ssi> (mission) <ti> (notion)
• /s/ <sc> (scent) 
• /v/ <ve> (give) 

Complex word structures (e.g. CCVCC, CCCVC, CCCVCC): scratch, stretch, twelve

Two-syllable words: above, action, active, adhere, adore, auction, aware, before, beyond, 
bobsleigh, caption, career, caution, decent, detail, dodgem, eerie, eighteen, eighty, fever, 
gadget, galore, genie, gnarly, ignore, knapsack, kneecap, knickers, knitwear, knockout, 
knotty, knuckly, lever, lightweight, matchbox, matchstick, mention, mismatch, mission, motion, 
motive, nation, native, notion, option, outweigh, passion, patchwork, patchy, Peter, plumber, 
portion, potion, precious, recent, refill, regrow, reindeer, relive, reuse, satchel, scarecrow, 
scenic, scratchy, secret, section, session, severe, special, unlatch, unwrap, watchdog, 
watchman, weightless, wrapper, writer, written, wrongful, wrongly, wryly
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Nonsense words: scretch, scritch, stratch, stritch, strotch, twilve, twolve

Nonsense two-syllable words: becent, becial, bedgebin, bredgepit, deyond, gabore, gnarm, 
gnimly, goutweigh, hative, hoption, ibnore, knarpet, knimly, knipbop, knitoe, knorkit, mession, 
nitbore, pative, pedgepot, pogvore, protion, ratchy, reinbar, sassion, totion,  vassion, vatchrot, 
vation, vecial, veighty, vratchpin, wringly, wropper  

Phase 5 Unit 4
Phase 5 Unit 4 focuses on different word endings and prefixes and when these are used.

Verb endings -s or -es: 
(Phase 4) bashes, bosses, bumps, bursts, buzzes, clashes, clucks, costs, creeps, croaks, 
crosses, crushes, dashes, dresses, drips, drops, dumps, fixes, flaps, flinches, floats, flosses, 
fusses, glosses, helps, hints, hisses, jumps, kicks, kisses, lifts, melts, misses, mixes, munches, 
pants, pinches, presses, punches, quests, quizzes, ranks, risks, shrinks, sinks, slaps, slashes, 
sleeps, slinks, slips, smashes, snaps, sniffs, snorts, sparks, spits, splits, spots, starts, steps, 
stops, sweeps, thinks, tosses, traps, trips, winches, wishes

(Phase 5 Unit 1) counts, feasts, haunts, marches, poses, races, reaches, rises, sneaks, speaks, 
squawks, squeaks, streaks, whizzes

(Phase 5 Unit 2) blasts, focuses, groups, lasts, passes, pushes, shrieks, washes

(Phase 5 Unit 3) catches, ditches, hatches, hitches, itches, latches, matches, stretches, 
swamps, wants, watches

Noun endings -s, -es or -ies:
(Phase 4) arches, backs, banks, benches, blocks, bodies, boxes, bricks, bunches, chests, 
chinks, chunks, cliffs, cloths, clumps, coaches, cracks, cracks, crops, desks, facts, fists, flights, 
flocks, foxes, frosts, gifts, lamps, lists, lumps, lunches, nests, packets, pixies, planks, pockets, 
quilts, riches, risks, scraps, silks, sloths, sparks, sports, sticks, straps, streets, strips, sweets, 
tanks, tickets, tracks, trucks, tufts, tusks, wisps

(Phase 5 Unit 1) beaches, peaches, skirts, treats

(Phase 5 Unit 2) babies, breaths, cities, masks, months, plants, poets, ponies, posies, prizes, 
tasks, threats

(Phase 5 Unit 3) ditches, genies, pitches, swamps, wasps, witches

un- prefix: 
(Phase 5 Unit 1) untie

-er ending: 
(Phase 4) brighter, cooler, darker, deeper, fainter, fresher, further, greener, harder, higher, 
lighter, longer, quicker, richer, shorter, smarter, smoother, softer, sooner, steeper, stronger, 
sweeter, swifter, thicker, tighter
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(Phase 5 Unit 1) cleaner, fewer, firmer, louder, meaner, nearer, prouder

(Phase 5 Unit 2) closer, faster, nicer, taller

-est ending: 
(Phase 4 phonemes) eldest, richest

(Phase 5 Unit 1) fewest, meanest, newest, palest

(Phase 5 Unit 2) cutest, driest, finest, lamest, latest, lowest, nicest, oldest, ripest, tamest, 
widest, wisest

(Phase 5 Unit 3) rarest

-ed ending: 
(Phase 4) acted, agreed, boiled, darted, floated, landed, lifted, loaded, looked, painted, 
parted, picked, pointed, ripped, scored, shifted, started, tilted, waited

(Phase 5 Unit 1) argued, blamed, counted, phoned, rescued, shouted, sounded, tiptoed, 
valued

(Phase 5 Unit 2) asked, called, diverged, faded, folded, hated, headed, lunged, wanted

(Phase 5 Unit 3) bombed, cheered, dared, peered, veered, vetoed, wrecked

-ing endings: 
(Phase 4) acting, aiming, barking, bending, bleeding, blessing, blooming, blushing, boiling, 
booming, bringing, brushing, bumping, burning, bursting, carving, charming, chuckling, 
clashing, clinging, coating, coaxing, coiling, cooking, costing, cracking, crashing, creeping, 
cressing, crossing, crowding, crushing, curling, curving, dangling, darling, dashing, decking, 
denting, draining, drilling, drooping, drowning, ducking, dwelling, ending, failing, farming, 
feeding, feeling, fighting, filling, filming, fishing, fixing, flashing, flinging, floating, flossing, 
flushing, fooling, freezing, frowning, fussing, giving, greeting, groaning, growling, handing, 
hanging, having, hearing, helping, hissing, howling, hunting, jumping, keeping, kicking, 
killing, kissing, lacking, landing, licking, lifting, lighting, lightning, living, loading, locking, 
longing, looking, lurking, marching, meeting, melting, milking, mingling, missing, mixing, 
mocking, morning, munching, needing, nesting, packing, painting, panting, parting, peeling, 
peeping, picking, pinching, pointing, pressing, prowling, puffing, purring, raining, ranting, 
resting, ringing, roaming, roasting, rocking, rushing, sailing, seeing, seething, selling, sending, 
shocking, shooting, shuffling, singing, sinking, sleeping, smashing, smelling, sniffing, soaking, 
speeding, spelling, spilling, spoiling, squeezing, starting, starving, sticking, stinging, stocking, 
stooping, stuffing, sucking, sweeping, swelling, swooping, tacking, telling, testing, thinking, 
thumping, tickling, ticklish, tingling, trailing, training, tricking, trooping, turning, wailing, waiting, 
weeping, willing, winking, wishing, yelling

(Phase 5 Unit 1) beaming, beating, bounding, breathing, brewing, chirping, clawing, cleaning, 
clearing, counting, crawling, dawning, dearest, drawing, dreaming, eating, gleaming, healing, 
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heaping, heaving, laying, leading, leaking, leaning, leaping, leaving, meaning, outing, paying, 
playing, praying, reaching, reading, shouting, slouching, sneaking, sounding teaching, 
speaking, spraying, squeaking, squealing, staying, stealing, steaming, straying, swaying, 
swirling, treating, weaving

(Phase 5 Unit 2) baking, bathing, bearing, biting, blazing, blowing, bouncing, bowling, 
calling, changing, chasing, choking, circling, coming, craving, crowing, dancing, dining, 
diving, dozing, driving, earning, facing, fading, falling, fencing, finding, flowing, folding, 
framing, gazing, glowing, going, grazing, growing, hating, hauling, heading, hiding, holding, 
hoping, lasting, learning, liking, lounging, loving, lunging, making, merging, naming, noting, 
passing, phasing, phoning, poking, preying, racing, raging, riding, rolling, rowing, saving, 
saying, searching, shaking, shaping, shining, shoving, showing, shrieking, skating, sliding, 
sloping, slowing, smiling, smoking, sowing, stripy, superb, sweating, swiping, taking, taming, 
tasting, tearing, throwing, timing, trading, verging, wading, wafting, waking, wanting, washing, 
wasting, waving, wearing, winding, wiping, writing

(Phase 5 Unit 3) bearing, being, calming, crying, cycling, drying, flying, gnawing, latching, 
matching, pouring, snatching, tearing, trying, wearing, weighing
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Stage 8: Spelling complex 
words
Stage 8 is focused on spelling more complex words. This last stage may not be viewed as 
essential. It is a big bonus if this last port can be reached, but we do find that when the earlier 
stages have been mastered, the spelling normally starts to come through naturally over time.

As with Stage 6, we recommend incorporating writing practice into the sessions. Question 
prompts are provided below. 

Children who have only done Phases 2, 3 and 4 in the main SSP programme should not do 
Stage 7 or 8, because complex word structures are only introduced in Phase 5.

Lesson Plans
We recommend you keep these sessions to 10-15 minutes.

Session 1
 � Word Breaker: Take it in turns to say a word, break it into its sounds and put it back 
together. Then ask the child to write out the graphemes for each sound, in order to 
spell the word.

 � Word Builder: Lay out 10 grapheme cards. Work together to create as many different 
words with those graphemes as possible. Resources: Grapheme cards

 � Phoneme Frame: Ask the child to draw boxes for the letters in a complex word. Say 
a word from the word bank and ask the child to segment it. Ask them to choose the 
grapheme for each sound and write it in the phoneme boxes. Use the graphemes 
practised in Word Builder.

Session 2
 � Grapheme Match: A word is written out in pictophone cards. The children have to 
place (or write) the right letters beneath the pictophones. Resources: Pictophone cards 

 � Climb The Mast: Read out a word for the children to write out. Once they have got it 
right, they can roll a die and move up the mast. Resources: Climb The Mast sheet

 � Word Play: Students spell out a word of their choice using grapheme flashcards. Then 
they switch out one grapheme for a new one to see if they can make another word. 
Resources: Grapheme cards

Session 3
 � Missing Letter: Write out a complex word with a line to indicate a grapheme is missing. 
Tell the children what word you are trying to build. Can they pick the right sound to 
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complete the word and identify the letter/grapheme from the flashcards? Resources: 
Grapheme cards

 � Word Breaker: Take it in turns to say a word, break it into its sounds and put it back 
together. Then ask the child to write out the graphemes for each sound, in order to 
spell the word.

 � Letter to an Alien: Dictate a series of nonsense words for the children to write out in 
a nonsense sentence. Then see if they can read it back to you. You should use the 
nonsense words from the word bank for the stage.

Session 4
 � Post-It Spy: Give the children post-it notes and present some object cards to them. 
Ask them to write the object’s name on the post-it note and stick it on the object card. 
Resources: Post-it notes, object cards

 � Sound Swap: Students write a dictated word on whiteboard and change one letter to 
make a new dictated word. (blend, bland, blank, plank, prank, drank, drink, shrink)

 � Word Builder: Lay out 10 grapheme cards. Work together to create as many different 
words with those graphemes as possible. Resources: Grapheme cards

Session 5
 � Find, Build & Write: Give the children an All Aboard Phonics decodable that matches 
their current phase. Pick a word, ask them to find it in the text, then build it with 
grapheme cards, then write it. Resources: Decodable books, grapheme cards 

 � Climb The Mast: Read out a word for the children to write out. Once they have got it 
right, they can roll a die and move up the mast. Resources: Climb The Mast sheet, die

 � Sentence Builder: Write out 10 complex words and ask the learner to write a sentence 
or story including some of the words. They can add other words too.

Daily Writing Session
 � Writing Practice: Do a final 5-7 minutes of writing practice, using the writing prompts 
provided for inspiration. The children can use the Spelling Aid to help. The main aim 
of this activity is to build their writing confidence, so give them lots of praise and 
encouragement.

Teaching Notes
 � Children who are in Phase 5 of the main SSP programme are dealing with multiple 
GPCs. You should use the Spelling Aid resource to help a child land on the right 
spelling for words. This encourages them to think first about the sound and then 
review the possible ways of writing it. If the Spelling Aid is needed to work out the right 
spelling, then we recommend they copy that word into a spelling diary three times, to 
build familiarity with it.
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Writing Practice Prompts
 � What do you think aliens might look like?

 � Which is your favourite season of the year and why?

 � Tell us your favourite joke...

 � If you could build something out of Lego and make it come to life, what would you 
make?

 � If you could stop time for a day, what would you do and who would you take with you?

 � If you were an insect, which one would you be and why?

 � If you were an inventor, what would you invent to make the world a better place?

 � What is your favourite book and why?

 � Describe your perfect fancy dress or Halloween costume...

 � What 3 things would you want with you if you were stranded on a desert island?

 � Finish this paragraph: ‘When I pulled back the curtains to see snow tumbling from the 
sky onto a blanket of white, I…

 � What is the most important characteristic in a friend, in your opinion and why?

 � What was the most frightening moment in your life?

 � What is the most difficult thing you have ever done?

 � What was the last thing that made you laugh out loud?

 � What is your earliest memory?

 � What is your favourite thing about school?

 � Who is the best sports player in the world, and why?

 � What is the strangest thing you’ve ever eaten?

 � Describe your best friend.
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Resources
For Stage 8, you will need:

 � Grapheme cards

 � Climb The Mast sheet

 � Pictophone cards

 � Decodable books

 � Snakes and Ladders board

Port 8: Assessment
Give the child a mini whiteboard and read out 10 CCVCC, CCCVC and CCCVCC words for 
them to write. Choose words from the word bank in the stage resources. The goal is for the 
learner to get at least half of them correct.
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Word Bank: Stage 8
Complex word structures: e.g. CCVCC, CCCVC, CCCVCC, two syllable words

Start with words from the Phase 4 word bank below. When the child is secure with these 
words you can start to move on to include words from the later lists. 

When moving on to new sections, it is important to check that the child has completed the 
relevant phase in the classroom as new graphemes and GPCs are introduced at each phase.

Phase 4
New Graphemes: s, a, t, p, i, n, m, d, g, o, k, ck, e, u, r, h, b, f, ff, l, ll, ss, j, v, w, x, y, z, qu, sh, ch, 
th, ng, ai, ee, igh, oa, oo, ar, or, ur, ow, oi, ear, air, e

Complex word structures (e.g. CCVCC, CCCVC, CCCVCC): bland, blank, blend, blink, 
block, blond, blunt, brand, brink, brisk, brunt, clamp, clench, clump, crank, crept, crest, crisp, 
crunch, crust, drank, drift, drink, drunk, dwelt, flank, flinch, flint, Frank, french, frost, grand, 
grunt, length, midst, plank, plump, print, scrap, screech, script, scrub, scrum, shrank, shrimp, 
shrink, shrunk, skunk, slept, slump, smelt, spend, spent, splash, split, splosh, sprain, sprang, 
spring, sprint, sprung, squelch, stamp, stand, stink, stomp, strand, strap, stress, strict, string, 
strip, strong, struck, strung, stump, stunk, swept, swift, thanks, thrust, tramp, trunk, trust, twist

Two-syllable words: adult, afraid, airlift, airport, allow, along, amber, anger, apart, arctic, 
armchair, artist, asleep, backpack, balloon, bamboo, bedbug, bedroom, began, begin, 
begun, belong, boiler, border, bother, British, bucket, burger, butler, cabin, cactus, canter, 
carpet, chapter, cherish, churchyard, classic, clever, cluster, cobweb, coffee, Colin, collect, 
comic, confess, corner, cornet, cowpat, cracker, credit, cricket, critic, darkness, differ, discuss, 
disturb, downhill, dragon, endless, enter, expect, explain, exploit, farmer, farmyard, fearful, 
fifteen, filter, finger, finish, flicker, flower, fluster, foolish, forest, forget, fortnight, furnish, garlic, 
gather, glower, goblin, gossip, habit, haircut, hamper, herself, higher, hilltop, hunter, igloo, 
impact, impress, inform, insect, insist, intact, intend, invest, keeper, killer, lemon, limit, linger, 
liquid, lobster, locker, madness, member, mentor, midair, mimic, mimics, mister, modern, 
monster, moonlight, murder, number, object, orbit, order, Oxford, packet, padlock, painful, 
pamper, panic, Paris, partner, Patrick, perfect, perhaps, perplex, picnic, pocket, polish, ponder, 
popcorn, powder, proper, punish, quiver, rapid, record, relax, Robert, robin, rooster, rucksack, 
Russell, rustic, sadness, satin, scooter, selfish, shelter, shiver, shortcut, shower, silver, singer, 
sister, sixteen, slender, slither, solid, sonic, Spanish, spirit, stronger, suffer, sundown, sunset, 
sweeter, talent, target, tearful, temper, tender, thunder, Tibet, ticket, timber, timid, tinfoil, toffee, 
topic, torchlight, toxic, trailer, trainer, tumbler, turnip, under, undress, unfair, unload, unpack, 
unrest, unseen, until, upright, upset, victim, vivid, vomit, weekend, wicker, winter, wither, within

Nonsense complex words: bidst, blant, blenk, blent, blick, blint, blonk, blont, bluck, blund, 
blunk, brank, brank, brask, brend, brenk, bresk, brond, bronk, brosk, brunk, brusk, clemp, 
climp, clonch, cranch, crasp, crast, crench, crenk, cresp, crinch, crink, cronk, crosp, crunk, 
crusp, drenk, drinch, droft, dronk, dronk, dwilt, dwolt, flanch, flant, flench, flenk, flent, flink, 
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flonch, flonk, flont, flunch, flunt, franch, frest, frinch, frink, frist, fronch, fronk, frunch, frunk, frust, 
grend, grent, grond, gront, grunt, langth, lingth, longth, plamp, plemp, plenk, plink, plunk, 
plust, prent, prunt, screb, screch, screp, scrich, scright, scrip, scroch, scrop, scropt, scrup, 
scrupt, smolt, splush, sprilk, sprong, squilch, stemp, stenk, strack, stramp, strind, strup, swent, 
swint, tength, thrist, trank, tremp, trept, trink, twost, vwelt

Nonsense two-syllable words: airpit, boider, bonbin, brucker, carnet, chinpit, dearnord, 
dimpit, dracker, dracker, drigon, florten, foining, Garlock, giffgill, harling, hartner, hibhob, 
infarm, joiler, jooing, jurling, kearing, mooster, nabit, nucker, opset, owchet, padpod, pomper, 
poolish, quishing, rinjar, rostic, rowder, samper, shellock, tocket, tolent, tomber, tomid, towder, 
vadness, vimit, voiler, vorest, vurger

Phase 5 Unit 1
Some new graphemes are introduced in Phase 5 Unit 1. Include words from the following 
word bank only when the child or children you are working with have finished Phase 5 Unit 1.

New Graphemes: ay, ou, ie, ea, oy, ir, ue, aw, wh, ew, oe, au, ey, i_e, o_e, a_e, u_e, e_e, ph

Complex word structures (e.g. CCVCC, CCCVC, CCCVCC): ground, scrape, scrawl, scream, 
screw, sprawl, spray, sprout, streak, stream

Two-syllable words: alley, aloud, amount, Andrew, archway, argue, around, August, author, 
away, beaver, birdseed, birthday, birthright, bluebell, bluebird, bookcase, chimney, counter, 
cowboy, curfew, curtsey, daydream, daylight, dismay, display, disuse, divide, dolphin, donkey, 
dreamer, eager, enjoy, essay, excuse, explode, extreme, graphic, haystack, highway, hockey, 
inside, invite, jigsaw, jockey, joyful, keypad, kidney, lawful, layer, leader, lookout, midday, 
mouthful, necktie, outburst, outer, outfit, oyster, parsley, peacock, peanut, phonics, polite, 
railway, reader, rescue, salute, seafood, seasick, seaweed, seesaw, stairway, Sunday, 
teacher, teapot, thirteen, thirteenth, tiptoe, tomboy, trolley, turkey, unleash, valley, value, 
venue, whether, whimper, whisper, whither, withdraw, withdrew, without, mislead

Nonsense complex words: bloast, bloust, brump, clesp, floast, graint, grund, prunt, scring, 
scrirl, scrish, scrix, scruz, snamp, snist, splam, splew, splick, spling, splix, splog, splone, sploz, 
spraw, spright, stimp, strack, strea, streaf, strid, strig, strigh, strosh, stroth, stround, strult, strux, 
swimp, trinx, twest

Nonsense two-syllable words: bidney, bisuse, blaying, bouter, brikey, drockey, firlish, 
fouder, ganue, gauling, gleader, houtend, koying, palley, payster, phatting, pirdshot, plewing, 
plewster, plockey, rentoy, stooney, tawful, varsley, veacher, veanot, virdband, vismay, 
vraystack, vriptoe, vrockey, whending, whented, vayer, gleader, pighway

Phase 5 Unit 2
Some new GPCs are introduced in Phase 5 Unit 2. Include words from the following word 
bank only when the child or children you are working with have finished Phase 5 Unit 2.
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New GPCs (25): 
• <a> - /ai/ (apron) /o/ (wash) /ar/ (father) /or/ (ball)
• <y> - /ee/ (happy) /i/ (gym) /igh/ (sky)
• <c> - /s/ (cell)
• <ch> - /sh/ chef /k/ scheme
• <ea> - /e/ (head)
• <ear> - /air/ (bear) /er/ (pearl)
• <ey> - /ai/ (hey)
• <g> - /j/ (gel)
• <i> - /igh/ (find)
• <ie> - /ee/ (ponies)
• <o> - /oa/ (both) /u/ (honey)
• <ou> - /oo/ (soup) /oa/ (soul)
• <ow> - /oa/ (bowl)
• <s> - /zh/ - (treasure)
• <u> - short-/oo/ (put) /yoo/ (unit)

Complex word structures (e.g. CCVCC, CCCVC, CCCVCC): blast, blind, branch, breast, 
clasp, draft, dreamt, flask, front, grant, grasp, grind, plant, priest, scold, scroll, spread, spruce, 
swamp, whilst

Two-syllable words: acid, acorn, after, agent, ahead, airflow, ally, almost, among, amongst, 
angry, apply, apron, arrow, baby, baddie, badly, baker, barrow, baseball, basic, bathroom, 
bathtub, beastly, belly, below, Billy, body, boldly, bonus, bony, borrow, boulder, Bradley, 
briefly, brightly, brother, bully, bumpy, burrow, bushy, candy, chamber, chaos, Charlie, cheaply, 
cheeky, chemist, chiffon, childish, chilly, chorus, chunky, circus, city, clearly, closely, clover, 
colder, comfy, conceal, concert, convey, cookie, copy, cosy, cover, crazy, creepy, crispy, 
crocus, crossly, crusty, curly, daily, dainty, dairy, danger, deadlock, deadly, dearly, deeply, 
dewy, digest, digits, dimly, dirty, disown, divert, dolly, dreamy, driver, duly, dusky, dusty, 
duty, early, elbow, empty, entry, envy, faintly, fairly, fancy, feather, feebly, fellow, fifty, filthy, 
firmly, flatly, fluffy, foamy, focus, follow, football, footfall, footpath, forty, freshly, Friday, frilly, 
frosty, fully, funky, fussy, gently, ginger, gladly, gloomy, glossy, grassy, greasy, greedy, grimly, 
grumpy, hairy, hallway, handy, hankie, hardly, hasty, headlong, headway, healthy, heaven, 
heavy, Henry, highly, hollow, holly, holy, honey, hotel, humid, hungry, icy, inmost, instead, 
issue, ivy, Jason, jaunty, jelly, jerky, jiffy, jolly, July, jumpy, Katie, kindly, lacy, lady, larger, later, 
laundry, lazy, leafy, leather, lengthy, lightly, lily, logo, lolly, London, loudly, lower, lucky, Lucy, 
lumpy, mainly, maker, manger, matron, meadow, meaty, meekly, mellow, messy, mighty, mildly, 
minus, misty, Monday, money, monkey, moody, mossy, mostly, mother, mucky, mushy, musty, 
Nancy, narrow, nasty, navy, nearly, neatly, newly, nicely, nightly, nothing, obey, oblige, oily, 
older, only, other, outgrow, over, paper, parcel, partly, party, pathway, Percy, photo, pillow, 
pilot, pity, pixie, placid, plainly, plenty, pony, prickly, proceed, process, produce, proudly, puffy, 
puny, quickly, quiet, rainbow, rainy, rampage, rancid, rather, ready, refuge, reply, rider, risky, 
robot, robust, rocky, ruby, rusty, sadly, safer, Sally, salty, sandy, saucer, schedule, scrawny, 
shadow, shady, shaker, shaky, shallow, sharply, shiny, shoulder, showman, shyly, silent, 
silky, silly, simply, sixty, sleepy, slightly, slimy, slower, slowly, slyly, smartly, smelly, smoothly, 
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smother, smoulder, sneaky, snowball, snowdrop, snowfall, snowman, snowy, softly, sorrow, 
soulful, sparrow, speedy, spicy, spider, spiky, spooky, squeezy, steady, steeply, sternly, sticky, 
stoutly, study, stupid, sulky, surly, survey, swallow, sweetly, system, tasty, telly, thirsty, thirty, 
thrifty, tidy, tiger, tightly, tiny, tragic, tricky, triumph, truly, tunic, twenty, twilight, typhoon, ugly, 
unheard, unknown, vastly, very, wander, washtub, wavy, wealthy, weary, weather, weekly, 
Wendy, wider, widow, willow, window, windy, wintry, wispy, woolly, yellow, zombie

Nonsense words: bliest, braft, brant, breamt, briest, brind, glant, gliest, plask, plasp, plast, 
scread, scread, scruce, sprew, sproll, sproll, traft, traft, trasp, triest, trilst, vranch, vrasp, vread, 
vrold

Nonsense two-syllable words: bater, bilot, gorrow, parrow, priumph, rutball, scarrow, spricy, 
taucer, tinmost, trarrow, trelbow, trillow, trorrow, trowdrop, vacy, varrow, villow, voney, vosy, 
vrainy, vreadlong, vrider, vrimly, vrocus, vroomy, vurrow

Phase 5 Unit 3
Some new GPCs are introduced in Phase 5 Unit 3. Include words from the following word 
bank only when the child or children you are working with have finished Phase 5 Unit 3.

New GPCs (21): 
• /ai/ - <eigh> (sleigh) <ei> (vein)
• /ee/ - <e> (secret)
• short /oo/ <oul> (could) 
• /or/ - <ore> (tore) <our> (your)
• /ear/ - <eer> (cheer) <ere> (here)
• /air/ <are> (share) 
• /ar/ <al> (calm)
• /tch/ <tch> (batch) 
• /j/ <dge> (edge)
•  /m/ <mb> (limb)
• /n/ <kn> (knight) <gn> (gnome)
• /r/ <wr> (write)
• /sh/ <ci> (special) <ssi> (mission) <ti> (notion)
• /s/ <sc> (scent) 
• /v/ <ve> (give) 

Complex word structures (e.g. CCVCC, CCCVC, CCCVCC): scratch, stretch, twelve

Two-syllable words: above, action, active, adhere, adore, auction, aware, before, beyond, 
bobsleigh, caption, career, caution, decent, detail, dodgem, eerie, eighteen, eighty, fever, 
gadget, galore, genie, gnarly, ignore, knapsack, kneecap, knickers, knitwear, knockout, 
knotty, knuckly, lever, lightweight, matchbox, matchstick, mention, mismatch, mission, motion, 
motive, nation, native, notion, option, outweigh, passion, patchwork, patchy, Peter, plumber, 
portion, potion, precious, recent, refill, regrow, reindeer, relive, reuse, satchel, scarecrow, 
scenic, scratchy, secret, section, session, severe, special, unlatch, unwrap, watchdog, 
watchman, weightless, wrapper, writer, written, wrongful, wrongly, wryly
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Nonsense words: scretch, scritch, stratch, stritch, strotch, twilve, twolve

Nonsense two-syllable words: becent, becial, bedgebin, bredgepit, deyond, gabore, gnarm, 
gnimly, goutweigh, hative, hoption, ibnore, knarpet, knimly, knipbop, knitoe, knorkit, mession, 
nitbore, pative, pedgepot, pogvore, protion, ratchy, reinbar, sassion, totion,  vassion, vatchrot, 
vation, vecial, veighty, vratchpin, wringly, wropper  

Phase 5 Unit 4
Phase 5 Unit 4 focuses on different word endings and prefixes and when these are used.

Verb endings -s or -es: 
(Phase 4) bashes, bosses, bumps, bursts, buzzes, clashes, clucks, costs, creeps, croaks, 
crosses, crushes, dashes, dresses, drips, drops, dumps, fixes, flaps, flinches, floats, flosses, 
fusses, glosses, helps, hints, hisses, jumps, kicks, kisses, lifts, melts, misses, mixes, munches, 
pants, pinches, presses, punches, quests, quizzes, ranks, risks, shrinks, sinks, slaps, slashes, 
sleeps, slinks, slips, smashes, snaps, sniffs, snorts, sparks, spits, splits, spots, starts, steps, 
stops, sweeps, thinks, tosses, traps, trips, winches, wishes

(Phase 5 Unit 1) counts, feasts, haunts, marches, poses, races, reaches, rises, sneaks, speaks, 
squawks, squeaks, streaks, whizzes

(Phase 5 Unit 2) blasts, focuses, groups, lasts, passes, pushes, shrieks, washes

(Phase 5 Unit 3) catches, ditches, hatches, hitches, itches, latches, matches, stretches, 
swamps, wants, watches

Noun endings -s, -es or -ies:
(Phase 4) arches, backs, banks, benches, blocks, bodies, boxes, bricks, bunches, chests, 
chinks, chunks, cliffs, cloths, clumps, coaches, cracks, cracks, crops, desks, facts, fists, flights, 
flocks, foxes, frosts, gifts, lamps, lists, lumps, lunches, nests, packets, pixies, planks, pockets, 
quilts, riches, risks, scraps, silks, sloths, sparks, sports, sticks, straps, streets, strips, sweets, 
tanks, tickets, tracks, trucks, tufts, tusks, wisps

(Phase 5 Unit 1) beaches, peaches, skirts, treats

(Phase 5 Unit 2) babies, breaths, cities, masks, months, plants, poets, ponies, posies, prizes, 
tasks, threats

(Phase 5 Unit 3) ditches, genies, pitches, swamps, wasps, witches

un- prefix: 
(Phase 5 Unit 1) untie

-er ending: 
(Phase 4) brighter, cooler, darker, deeper, fainter, fresher, further, greener, harder, higher, 
lighter, longer, quicker, richer, shorter, smarter, smoother, softer, sooner, steeper, stronger, 
sweeter, swifter, thicker, tighter
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(Phase 5 Unit 1) cleaner, fewer, firmer, louder, meaner, nearer, prouder

(Phase 5 Unit 2) closer, faster, nicer, taller

-est ending: 
(Phase 4 phonemes) eldest, richest

(Phase 5 Unit 1) fewest, meanest, newest, palest

(Phase 5 Unit 2) cutest, driest, finest, lamest, latest, lowest, nicest, oldest, ripest, tamest, 
widest, wisest

(Phase 5 Unit 3) rarest

-ed ending: 
(Phase 4) acted, agreed, boiled, darted, floated, landed, lifted, loaded, looked, painted, 
parted, picked, pointed, ripped, scored, shifted, started, tilted, waited

(Phase 5 Unit 1) argued, blamed, counted, phoned, rescued, shouted, sounded, tiptoed, 
valued

(Phase 5 Unit 2) asked, called, diverged, faded, folded, hated, headed, lunged, wanted

(Phase 5 Unit 3) bombed, cheered, dared, peered, veered, vetoed, wrecked

-ing endings: 
(Phase 4) acting, aiming, barking, bending, bleeding, blessing, blooming, blushing, boiling, 
booming, bringing, brushing, bumping, burning, bursting, carving, charming, chuckling, 
clashing, clinging, coating, coaxing, coiling, cooking, costing, cracking, crashing, creeping, 
cressing, crossing, crowding, crushing, curling, curving, dangling, darling, dashing, decking, 
denting, draining, drilling, drooping, drowning, ducking, dwelling, ending, failing, farming, 
feeding, feeling, fighting, filling, filming, fishing, fixing, flashing, flinging, floating, flossing, 
flushing, fooling, freezing, frowning, fussing, giving, greeting, groaning, growling, handing, 
hanging, having, hearing, helping, hissing, howling, hunting, jumping, keeping, kicking, 
killing, kissing, lacking, landing, licking, lifting, lighting, lightning, living, loading, locking, 
longing, looking, lurking, marching, meeting, melting, milking, mingling, missing, mixing, 
mocking, morning, munching, needing, nesting, packing, painting, panting, parting, peeling, 
peeping, picking, pinching, pointing, pressing, prowling, puffing, purring, raining, ranting, 
resting, ringing, roaming, roasting, rocking, rushing, sailing, seeing, seething, selling, sending, 
shocking, shooting, shuffling, singing, sinking, sleeping, smashing, smelling, sniffing, soaking, 
speeding, spelling, spilling, spoiling, squeezing, starting, starving, sticking, stinging, stocking, 
stooping, stuffing, sucking, sweeping, swelling, swooping, tacking, telling, testing, thinking, 
thumping, tickling, ticklish, tingling, trailing, training, tricking, trooping, turning, wailing, waiting, 
weeping, willing, winking, wishing, yelling

(Phase 5 Unit 1) beaming, beating, bounding, breathing, brewing, chirping, clawing, cleaning, 
clearing, counting, crawling, dawning, dearest, drawing, dreaming, eating, gleaming, healing, 
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heaping, heaving, laying, leading, leaking, leaning, leaping, leaving, meaning, outing, paying, 
playing, praying, reaching, reading, shouting, slouching, sneaking, sounding teaching, 
speaking, spraying, squeaking, squealing, staying, stealing, steaming, straying, swaying, 
swirling, treating, weaving

(Phase 5 Unit 2) baking, bathing, bearing, biting, blazing, blowing, bouncing, bowling, 
calling, changing, chasing, choking, circling, coming, craving, crowing, dancing, dining, 
diving, dozing, driving, earning, facing, fading, falling, fencing, finding, flowing, folding, 
framing, gazing, glowing, going, grazing, growing, hating, hauling, heading, hiding, holding, 
hoping, lasting, learning, liking, lounging, loving, lunging, making, merging, naming, noting, 
passing, phasing, phoning, poking, preying, racing, raging, riding, rolling, rowing, saving, 
saying, searching, shaking, shaping, shining, shoving, showing, shrieking, skating, sliding, 
sloping, slowing, smiling, smoking, sowing, stripy, superb, sweating, swiping, taking, taming, 
tasting, tearing, throwing, timing, trading, verging, wading, wafting, waking, wanting, washing, 
wasting, waving, wearing, winding, wiping, writing

(Phase 5 Unit 3) bearing, being, calming, crying, cycling, drying, flying, gnawing, latching, 
matching, pouring, snatching, tearing, trying, wearing, weighing
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Try these sounds when a confusing grapheme includes these letters.

Decoding Aid

Graphemes to Phonemes Graphemes to Phonemes 

a
c
e
g
i
o
ou

ough
ow
s
u
y
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This is a spelling guide for the most common graphemes for these sounds in words.

Spelling Aid

Phonemes to GraphemesPhonemes to Graphemes

a  ai  ay  ey  eigh  ei  a_e
ar   a   al   
ea   ee   ey   y   ie   e_e
er   ur   ir
i   igh   y   i_e   ie
o   a
o  oa  o_e  ow  oe  ou  
or   a   au   aw   ore   
ou   ow
oo   u_e   ew   ou
oo   u   oul
u   o
u_e   u   ew   ue
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Word Whirlpool
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Moor Up the Boat
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Sea Monster
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Climb the Mast
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Scavenger Hunt
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Word List

Word List
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Snakes and Ladders
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s a t
p i n
m d g
o k c

Phase 2 Grapheme Flashcards
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ck e u

r h b
f l

Phase 2 Grapheme Flashcards
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Phase 3 Grapheme Flashcards

j v w

x y z

qu sh ch

th ng ai
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oo ar or

ur ow oi

ear air er

ee igh oa
Phase 3 Grapheme Flashcards
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Phase 5 Grapheme Flashcards

ea oy ir

ue aw wh

ew oe au

ay ou ie
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Phase 5 Grapheme Flashcards

a_e u_e e_e

ph tch dge

mm mb nn

ey i_e o_e
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Phase 5 Grapheme Flashcards

rr wr ci

ssi ti sc

ve es ies

kn gn nk
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Phase 5 Grapheme Flashcards

ing u_e e_e

ph tch dge

mm mb nn

un est ed
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Pictophone Flashcards
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Pictophone Flashcards
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Pictophone Flashcards
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Pictophone Flashcards
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AAP+ Pictophone Flashcards
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Pictophone Reference Sheet
This reference includes all the pictophones used across Phases 2-5 of the All Aboard Phonics 
programme. Pictophones represent phonemes in a fun, visual way, to help pupils learn to 
accurately decode.

Pictophone Pictophone 
Name

Phoneme Grapheme(s) Example(s)

Seal with a 
Wheel /s/ <s> <ss> 

<sc> <c>
sat, hiss,

scent, cell

Astronaut Being 
Taught /a/ <a> cat

Toad About to 
Explode /t/ <t> tin

Pig in a Wig /p/ <p> pat

Igloo With a 
Blue Hairdo /i/ <i> <y> sip, myth

Nurse With a 
Purse /n/ <n> <nn> 

<kn> <gn>
nap, funny, 

knot, gnome

Moose With a 
Juice /m/ <m> <mm> 

<mb>
man, summer, 

lamb

Dog on a Log /d/ <d> dog

Goat in a Boat /g/ <g> good

Ox in Red Socks /o/ <o> <a> pot, wash
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Pictophone Pictophone 
Name

Phoneme Grapheme(s) Example(s)

Kangaroos 
Reading the 

News
/k/ <k> <c> 

<ck> <ch>
kit, cap, 

tick, school

Egg With Little 
Legs /e/ <e> <ea> bed, head

Umbrella Man 
With a Suntan /u/ <u> <o> bug, other

Rat With a Bat /r/ <r> <rr> <wr> run, berry, write

Horse on the 
Course /h/ <h> hit

Bear With Long 
Hair /b/ <b> big

Fish that Goes 
Splish /f/ <f> <ff> <ph> fit, puff, phone

Lion With a Tie 
On /l/ <l> <ll> lip, doll

Jellyfish that 
Made a Wish /j/ <j> <g> <dge> jam, gel, edge

Vulture into 
Culture /v/ <v> <ve> van, give

Wizard With a 
Lizard /w/ <w> <wh> wind, whale

Kangaroos-Seal /ks/ <x> fox
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Pictophone Pictophone 
Name

Phoneme Grapheme(s) Example(s)

Yak With a Pack /y/ <y> yes

Zuto from Pluto /z/ <z> <zz> <s> zoo, buzz, his

Queen Feeling 
Green /qu/ <qu> quack

Sheep in a Jeep /sh/ <sh> <ch> <ci> 
<ssi> <ti>

ship, chef, 
special, session, 

action

Chick on a Stick /ch/ <ch> <tch> chin, itch

Thief With a 
Beef unvoiced /th/ <th> thin

That in a Hat voiced /th/ <th> then

Ngshi Learning 
to Ski /ng/ <ng> sing

Ape in a Cape /ai/
<ai> <ay> <a_e> 

<a> <ey> 
<eigh> <ei>

main, day, take, 
apron, obey, 
eight, vein

Eagle Feeling 
Regal /ee/

<ee> <ea> 
<ey> <e_e> 

<ie> <y>

see, tea, 
key, theme, 
chief, pony

Ice cream 
Feeling 

Supreme
/igh/ <i> <igh> <ie> 

<i_e> <y>
idea, sigh, pie, 

time, sky

Ogre in a Toga /oa/
<oa> <oe> 
<o_e> <o>  
<ow> <ou>

boat, toe, 
bone, go, 
low, soul
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Pictophone Pictophone 
Name

Phoneme Grapheme(s) Example(s)

Oon on the 
Moon long /oo/

<oo> <ou> 
<ue> <u_e> 

<ew>

room, soup, 
blue, rude, 

screw

Ook With a 
Book short /oo/ <oo> <oul> 

<u>
cook, could, 

put

Ark in the Park /ar/ <ar> <a> 
<al>

bark, rather, 
calm

Organ Played 
by Captain 

Morgan
/or/ <or> <aw> <au> 

<a> <ore>
for, jaw, haul, 

ball, core

Earth Full of 
Mirth /er/ <er> <ir>

<ear> <ur>
her, bird, 
early, fur

Owl With a 
Scowl /ow/ <ow> <ou> cow, out

Oyster Feeling 
Moister /oi/ <oi> <oy> oink, toy

Ear Leading  
a Cheer /ear/ <ear> <eer> 

<ere>
fear, cheer, 

here

Aircraft Stuck  
on a Raft /air/ <air> 

<ear> <are>
fair,

bear, care

Unicorn With a 
Pink Horn /yoo/ <u> <ue> 

<u_e> <ew>
unit, statue, 
mule, new

Jean ze Sheep 
in a Zheep /zh/ <s> <si> Asia, vision
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Pictophone Pictophone 
Name

Phoneme Grapheme(s) Example(s)

Crab in a Lab /kr/ <cr> cry

Dragon in a 
Wagon /dr/ <dr> drip

Scarecrow Who 
Let His Hair 

Grow
/sk/ <sk> <sc> skip, score

Star in a Car /st/ <st> stop

Triceratops With 
His Bucket and 

Mops
/tr/ <tr> trick
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All Aboard Phonics Overview 
Phases 2-5
Phase 2 (6 weeks)

Early Years Foundation Stage (EYFS) - Reception

Week Focus Tricky Words
1 s a t p

2 i n m d

3 g o k c CVC/s words

4 ck e u r the to and is

5 h b f l double consonants

6 Revision / Assessment I go no of

Phase 3 (12 weeks)

EYFS - Reception

Week Focus Tricky Words
1 j v w x

2 y z qu we me be

3 sh ch th ng he she

4 ai ee igh oa was my

5 oo ar or live

6 ur ow oi you

7 ear air er they
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8 Revision are

9 Revision all

10 Revision what

11 Revision

12 Revision / Assessment

Phase 4 (6 weeks)

EYFS - Reception

Week Focus Tricky Words
1 CVCC said so

2 CCVC have like some come

3 Revising two syllable words were there little one

4 Revision do does when out here says love

5 Revision

6 Revision / Assessment

Phase 5 

Throughout Year 1

Unit 1 (New Graphemes)

Week Focus Tricky Words
0 Revision of previous phases

1 ay ou ie ea Mr Mrs Ms

2 oy ir ue aw their people oh there

3 wh ew oe looked asked called
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4 au ey i_e o_e could should would

5 a_e u_e e_e ph

6 Revision / Assessment

Unit 2 (Reading Focus)

Week Focus High Frequency Words
7 Alternative phonemes for <a> and <y> the and to said eye

8 Alternative phonemes for <c> and <ch> he of know was you

9 Alternative phonemes for <ea> and <ear> they on she is for

10 Alternative phonemes for <ey> and <g> at his but that with

11 Alternative phonemes for <i> and <ie> all we can are great

12 Alternative phonemes for <o> and <oo> had my her what says

13 Alternative phonemes for <ou> and <ow> out this have went be

14 Alternative phonemes for <s> and <th> like some so not then

15 Alternative phonemes for <u> <ue> and 
<u_e>

were go little as no

16 Revision / Assessment

Unit 3 (Spelling Focus)

Week Focus High Frequency Words
17 Alternative graphemes for /ai/ down dad big when it’s

18 Alternative graphemes for /ee/ and three 
syllable words

see word very look don’t

19 Alternative graphemes for /igh/ and 
compound words

come will into back from

20 Alternative graphemes for /oa/ children him which get just

21 Alternative graphemes for long /oo/ /ue/ 
and /oy/

now came oh about got
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22 Alternative graphemes for short /oo/ and 
/ow/

any friend laugh today want

23 Alternative graphemes for /or/ and /o/ their people your put could

24 Alternative graphemes for /er/ and /ear/ house old too by day

25 Alternative graphemes for /air/ and /ar/

26 Vowel GPCs Revision / Assessment

27 Alternative graphemes for /ch/ /f/ /j/ and 
/k/

made time I’m if help

28 Alternative graphemes for /m/, /n/ and  
/ng/

mouse called here off asked

29 Alternative graphemes for /r/, /sh/ and /s/ who where how saw make

30 Alternative graphemes for /w/ and /v/ again many two different work

31 Consonant GPCs Revision / Assessment

Unit 4 (Word Endings)

Week Focus High Frequency Words
32 <s> <es> and <ies> endings and <un> 

prefix
thought through though because 
shoe

33 <er> <est> <ed> and <ing> endings water please whole hour busy

34 Revision / Assessment

Year 2 National Curriculum
After passing the Phonics Screening Check
At the end of Year 1, children should have a firm grasp of all the GPCs covered in Phases 2-5. 
In Year 2, schools can begin to follow the National Curriculum for spelling.

Any children in Year 2 who did not pass the Phonics Screening Check or who are showing 
weaknesses in their reading development should be given a boost with the All Aboard 
Phonics Plus intervention process. 

If you continue to see difficulties, please make contact with us to discuss the situation for the 
individual child. We may be able to suggest a possible solution for you to try.
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Glossary
Alliteration When a phrase contains words beginning with the same onset sound 

e.g. “Betty bought a bit of butter”, “Sally Smith”.

Allophone Phonemes get pronounced in subtly different ways, depending on 
factors like the position in the word and surrounding phonemes. 
These different versions are called the allophones of a single 
phoneme. For example, in most British dialects, the phoneme /l/ is 
pronounced in different ways depending on the phoneme’s position 
in the word. When at the beginning of the word, it’s pronounced with 
the tongue just behind the front teeth (think “love”). On the other 
hand, when the /l/ is not an onset sound, as in “bottle”, it’s articulated 
with the tongue further back in the mouth. Each of these versions 
is an allophone of the /l/ phoneme, because we still perceive them 
both as the /l/ sound, despite their differences.

Blending The process of putting the sounds together to form the word, after 
sounding out a word. For example, a child might sound out /t/… /o/… 
/p/…, and then blend the sounds together to say “top”.

CVC This initialism stands for consonant - vowel - consonant, which forms 
the structure of a word e.g. s-a-t is a CVC word. You will also see 
variations of this initialism, such as CVCC (e.g. hunt) and CCVC (e.g. 
slip).

Decoding Reading words by working out the phonemes relating to each 
grapheme and blending those together. Sounding out + blending = 
decoding. With time and practice, decoding begins to happen in the 
subconscious and no longer involves consciously sounding out and 
blending. The brain starts to do it for you automatically.

Digraph A grapheme containing two letters that makes just one sound 
(phoneme), e.g. <ch>, <ai>

GPC (Grapheme 
Phoneme 
Correspondence)

The fact of a particular grapheme being able to represent a particular 
sound. GPCs are not unique links for each grapheme and phoneme. 
For instance, there is a GPC between the grapheme <ow> and the 
phoneme /ow/ (as in “cow”). There is also another GPC between the 
same grapheme <ow> and the phoneme /oa/ (as in “low”). 

Grapheme A written representation of a phoneme. Graphemes can be made up 
from 1 letter or 2-4 letters. For example, in “thought”, the graphemes 
are <th>, <ough>, and <t>.
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Letter Name The name commonly used when referring to letter shapes and sung 
when singing the alphabet.

Oral Blending This involves hearing phonemes and being able to merge them 
together to say a word. Children need to develop this skill before 
they will be able to blend the sounds of written words silently.

Oral Segmenting The act of hearing a whole word and then splitting it up into the 
phonemes that make it. Children need to develop this skill before 
they will be able to segment words to spell them. For example, a 
child could hear the word “dog” and they would then break it down 
into “/d/ /o/ /g/”.

Phoneme The smallest unit of sound in a word. There are 44 phonemes in the 
English language. Phonemes can be put together to make words. 
For example, the word “cat” is made up of the phonemes /k/, /a/, /t/.

Phonemic 
Awareness

The ability to hear, identify and manipulate individual sounds in 
spoken words.

Pictophone A distinctive visual character representing a sound of the English 
language which can be used as an aid in reading practice. For 
example, the Astronaut Being Taught is used to represent the short 
/a/ sound, as in “cat”. This is a term unique to All Aboard Phonics.

Segmenting (for 
spelling)

Segmentation for spelling is a combination of oral segmenting and 
letter recall. In the early stages of spelling development, one must 
first orally segment the word into its sounds, and then recall the 
letters which represent those sounds, and write them down.

Sound Button or 
Bar

A sound button is a dot shown below a single grapheme. Sound 
bars are lines drawn underneath digraphs and trigraphs to indicate 
that the letters combine to make one sound. For split digraphs, use a 
curved line to join up the two letters of the split digraph.

SSP (Systematic 
Synthetic 
Phonics)

A method that teaches phonemes then the blending of those 
phonemes to say words. The phonemes are taught in a sequence 
following a set of phases, hence the term “systematic”.

Tricky Words Frequently used words that cannot be decoded easily because they 
have unusual GPCs, such as “the”.

Trigraph A grapheme containing three letters that makes just one sound 
(phoneme), e.g. <air>, <igh>, <tch>.
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possible results for their children, year after year.
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